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VIntroduction
The purpose of this study Is to collect data pertinent
to the history of the Industries of Easthampton so that a com-
parison may he made between the Industries of the past and
those of the present. It Is hoped that the information re-
sulting from such a comparison will reveal the causes which
have operated to bring about the present state of depressed
business activity and the resultant conditions of low wages
and unemployment.
The problem in Easthampton dates from approximately
1929 at which time a large number of workers were deprived of
employment by the departure of two of the largest concerns In
the town, the West Boyleston Company and the United Button
Company. During the years which followed large numbers were
unemployed and conditions were not satisfactory for those who
worked. An effort has been made to determine to what extent
these circumstances are a reflection of national conditions
and the relative Importance of sectional factors.
An evaluation of the local situation should Indicate,
to a limited extent, what may be expected in Easthampton In
the future and will point out conditions which need correction.
Such an evaluation will further allocate those forces which
are beyond the control of the local officials and which must
be corrected by state or federal action.
The sources of information upon which this study has
been based are varied in nature. Business men, workers, town
officials, and some of the older residents have been inter-
viewed for the purpose of obtaining first-hand information
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wherever possible. Historical information has been compiled
from all the histories available and also from torn documents,
newspaper files, Federal and State Census reports.
Agriculture and mercantile interests have been treated
only incidentally as a complete study in either field would
be too comprehensive for a work of this type.
Information concerning wage scales has been secured by
interview as conditions of competition for employment within
the town and of regional market competition have reacted to
produce relatively unfavorable conditions. Manufacturers were,
In most cases, unwilling to give any information regarding wage
scales.
The history of Easthampton has been divided into
periods on the basis of relations of the various industries
to the development of the town. The years from 1227 to l$j6
have been designated as The Industry Founding Period, from
1276 to 1295 as The Expansion Period, and from 1295 to !937 as
The New Era.
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The land of which Easthampton is a part was purchased
in 1653 from Chickwallop and six other chieftains. The total
area covered what is now the four Hamptons, part of Montgomery
and Hatfield. Its total cost was one hundred fathoms of wampum,
ten coats, and the plowing of sixteen acres of land in "Hadleigh".
In connection with this purchase the Indians reserved the right
to hunt when and where they desired so actually they received
a fair price in terms of the values of those times. (1)
Originally Easthampton was a part of Northampton there-
fore it is difficult to separate its early development from
that of the Mother town. It is believed that a Mr. John Webb
was the first settler in what is now Easthampton but there is
no certainty as to the date. The first building in what is
now near the old center of the town was a sawmill located on
Sawmill Brook. It was erected in 167^ by D. Welton, M. Pumry,
and J. Taylor and it stood on the right hand side of the cart-
way going over the Manhan River. (2)
The next business venture dates from 167 6-1677 when
Northampton gave S. Bartlett permission to build a cornmlll
on the Manhan River falls below the cartway. It is not known
exactly when this mill was erected but it was probably within
a year or two after the grant was made. (2) The first settle-
ment was about 1705 when both the land and the mill were given to
J. Bartlett by his father. J. Bartlett also kept the first pub-
lic house In town and retained charge of it for more than twenty
2years. At his death the property went to his relatives the
Clapps. They passed it on from generation to generation.
This property stayed in the family for over 175 years. The
public house has twice been rebuilt (3).
B. Clark, in 1797, built a sawmill where later the S.
Williston Company was located. There were two sawmills on Broad
Brook, one of which was still standing in 1866 and was owned by
B. Strong. The other one was owned by 3. Hendrick. Caleb Loud
of Loudville owned a sawmill in the northwestern part of the
town. (*0 Another in the southern portion of the town was own-
ed by Alva Coleman. Franklin Strong owned a grist mill in
1266. All of these were said to be doing very well up to 1S66.
In 1203 J. Strong, J. Bartlett, J. Phelps and S. Clark
built a sawmill on Sawmill Brook about one mile above its
Junction with the Manhan. It operated until the spring of l&^k-
when, in the time of the "Nebraska Deluge," the dam was carried
off and never rebuilt. (5)
In the sawmills prepared ^1^,000 feet of lumber
for the market and the grist mills ground 25,000 bushels of
grain. Also there were two master builders, E. R. Bosworth and
T. J. Poraeroy. They employed 39 helpers and erected 20 build-
ings, valued at $107,000. This figure does not include nearly
all of the buildings put up in that year nor the total number
of men employed.
Despite the large number of sawmills and the other
early industrial Interests most of the products were consumed
locally and Easthampton really did not start toward true in-
dustrialization until about 1^27. Even so it got a relatively
3good start because Industrial development In New England prior
to 1200 was hot general.
LAND APPORTIONMENT AND EARLY AGRICULTURE
The majority of the towns found it necessary to con-
centrate on clearing the land to secure foodstuffs and build-
ing materials. The large number of sawmills and gristmills
lends support to this statement. The emphasis on land clearing
led the early settlers to overlook fertilization until the land
was almost exhausted. In Northampton the land was apportioned
in strips to the settlers. The fertile valley land was the
most prized both because of Its fertility and because of the
fact that it was already cleared. Hence each settler was given
a strip in the valley and an area farther back. The valley
land provided support while the other was being prepared for
cultivation.
In the early days the two most important crops were
wheat and flax. Due to the rapid exhaustion of the soil it
was soon found that rye was the best crop that would grow on
what had formerly been good wheat land. Flax of course was
raised for use in the making of homespun cloth but was displaced
with the advent of cotton and wool. Potatoes were rarely raised
in any quantity, in fact when Benjamin Lyman raised six bushels
in 177^ I* caused considerable curiosity on the part of the
neighbors as to what he would do with them. (6)
There has been very little change during sixty years
in the acreage under cultivation. This suggests that if it
had not been for the founding of industries other than agri-
culture Easthampton would not have attained anything like its
Kpresent size. (51)
EARLY MERCANTILE INTERESTS
The early mercantile Interests are included for the
sake of historical completeness. One of the first stores in
town was owned by J. Clapp and was opened in 1792. He erected
a new building where the hotel now stands. B. Clark succeeded
him there and he was later succeeded by E. Smith who carried on
the business until 1821 when it was taken over by B. Burnell and
W. R. G-lllet. In l&kl the building was moved to Union Street
and was converted into a seminary boarding house,
A. and 0. Janes had a store in the early IgOO's near
the present site of the hotel. "At that time twenty-five hogs-
heads of spirituous liquors were retailed annually in the town.
In one year there was manufactured more than one hundred barrels
of cider brandy. There were four distilleries here and as
many as six cider mills." (13) Every occasion which brought
people together was excuse enough for bringing out the little
brown Jug. 0. Janes' store was sold to C. Ferry in 15^3. In
1350 he moved into the Knight Block which had Just been built.
S. Wllllston, the owner of the button business dating
from 1S27, opened a store in 12^5 for the purpose of paying his
employees in goods. He also did a considerable business with
others. In some years his trade amounted to $4o,000. In
he sold out to Knight and Snow who carried on until when
the partnership was dissolved and the building was used as a
warehouse for several years. In when S. Willi ston brought
the new button factory to town the store was moved nearby. (13)
5In J. H. Wells and Company was formed with H. G.
Knight and S. Wllllston as special partners. Ten years later
Willi ston sold out to 0. Gregory and the firm then became Gregory
and Wells until Gregory's death when It again became J. H. Wells
and Company.
L. Clapp erected a store on the bank of the Farmlngton
Canal In 1830. It continued as a store until 1^50. In 1S55
J. Mayher started a tinshop in the building and did a good busi-
ness up to 1?>70 giving employment to nine workers.
MANUFACTURING BEGINS
The first true manufacturing enterprise in Easthampton was
Jonathan Clapp' s "Fulling" business which he started in 17*30.
For this purpose he occupied part of his gristmill. Fulling was
a process which thickened the cloth and made it somewhat firmer.
After the fulling operation the cloth needed to be dressed before
it could be used for clothing. The charge for fulling was three
cents per yard.
Joseph Clapp built a mill on Broad Brook soon after this
where he carried on the business of fulling, dressing, and dying
cloth. His charge for the entire process was twenty- five cents
per yard. Since there were very few mills like his in the county,
it is said that he did a flourishing business with people from all
the surrounding towns. In 1797 *ne works were removed to the Man-
han River where the business was continued until 1&35» The build-
ing was then torn down and another erected in which the business
of making satinet was to be conducted. This enterprise failed in
the panic of 1S37 and the building was then adapted for a tannery
by H. B. Shoals. The first power loom ever to be operated in this
town was used to manufacture satinet in this building. (1*0
6CHAPTER II
INDUSTRY FOUNDING PERIOD 1227-1376
Manufacturing on a large scale did not start until S.
Wllllston began making buttons. Wllllston was the son of the
first minister of Easthampton who was appointed shortly after
the incorporation of the town in 1725. Samuel Wllllston want-
ed to study for the ministry but due to defective eyesight he
was forced to give up his plans. He first engaged in sheep
raising but as this did not prove profitable he turned to the
making of buttons. The first type of buttons he made were known
as sewed buttons. He later developed the silk twist buttons
which were made by covering wooden molds with silk. The silk
twist buttons were used only on the most expensive garments
so did not interfere with the sale of the cheaper sewed
buttons. The industry, as he organized it in 1S27, was on a
domestic basis. Wllllston employed as many as one thousand
families in the area north to Hatfield, east to Granby, south
to West Springfield, and west to Peru.
In 1^36 Wllllston saw some "Florentine Flexible Shank"
buttons from England. He decided to attempt to produce them
here and accordingly made an agreement with Joel and Josiah
Hayden of Williamsburg. By the terms of this contract they
were to design and construct the machinery for the production
of this type of button and he was to attend to the sale of the
product. Some time later Wllllston met Francis Sidney who
claimed to know the design of the English machines which were
7used to make this particular type of button. Williston
promptly hired him to do the designing for the Hayden brothers.
This he did with considerable success. It is interesting to
note that here is a local example of the historic method by
which American industries were started.
The first machine-made buttons to be manufactured
in Easthampton were covered on July l&k-J . Mr. Williston
bought the Haydens' Interest in the venture and in lg^g the
industry was transferred to Easthampton. Williston took in
Knight and Warner as partners. The business was conducted
under the name of Williston, Knight and Company until Decem-
ber 1, 1®65, when it became the National Button Company. The
original sewed buttons, which started Williston on his career,
were out of date by 1266. (15)
The concern was employing one hundred and twenty-five
hands and making twelve hundred gross of buttons dally in
1265. The raw material consumed amounted to $60,000. per
year and the annual finished product was valued at $160,000.
The Company built a new factory in 1S61 and the original
factory was leased to the Goodyear Elastic Fabric Conroany.
(16)
Not satisfied with the button business alone, Willis-
ton put up a brick building beside the button factory in lgij-g-
lglj-9 which he used for the making of suspender webbing. He
conducted this business in his own name until 1^52 when the
Nashawannuck Company was formed. Williston, Sawyer, and Knight were
the principal officers and local stockholders. The Company was
roriginally capitalized at $100,000. but grew to $300,000. by
1266 and was empowered to increase its capital to $500,000.
It had the exclusive right to use Goodyears* vulcanized rubber
in all woven goods but later sold this right to the Goodyear
Elastic Fabric Company and the Glendale Rubber Company retain-
ing only the right to use it in suspenders and frills.
In 12>56 the Nashawannuck Company started a plant in New
Haven, Connecticut, but as a result of a fire in 1260 moved
back to Easthampton and put up another building between the
two it already had. It also occupied another building as an
office and finishing room. Until 1260 it occupied Williston
and Knight's ground floor for the purpose of making cotton
yarn. In 1260 the making of cotton yarn was discontinued and
the machinery was sold to Williston who was then considering
a venture in that branch of the business. A little later the
Nashawannuck Company organized a new company for the manufacture
of rubber thread and sold the suitable machinery to it. Thus
the Nashawannuck Company was finally left with only the manu-
facturing of suspender webbing. (17)
Some figures are of interest with regard to the Nasha-
wannuck Company. In 1252 they manufactured and sold goods
worth $100,000. while in 1265 *ne value of their products amount-
ed to $1,200,000. which represents a substantial increase des-
pite the rise in prices at that time. In 1265 it owned all of
the real estate which it occupied and about half the water pow.-sr
at the upper mills. Four thousand dozen pairs of suspenders
per week and also about fifty thousand yards of frills and
9narrow webbing were produced.
It owned thirty-two tenements and four boarding houses,
ran about one hundred and fifty looms, and during 1365 paid
$232,000. foryar; $35,00. for buckles; $15,000. for dye-stuffs;
and $72,000. for rubber thread, while for labor, expenditures
amounted to $33, 000. plus nearly $^0,000. more paid by the
finishing department. Its revenue tax that year amounted to
$4-2,209. Three hundred regular hands and one thousand families
on part time domestic work were employed. (13)
In the spring of 1359 Williston began building a factory
in which he expected to make cotton. Disastrous washouts in-
terrupted his work and it was not until 1360 that the building
was completed. Shortly after this another washout proved very
costly but Willis ton finally repaired the damaged property.
These losses were the beginning of a series of financial set-
backs resulting from the operation of the Willlson Mills.
Additions made in 1364- nearly doubled capacity of the
mill. At that time one hundred and seventy-five workers were
employed and 550,000 pounds of cotton processed annually. The
yarn, twisted under water, equaled the best English product.
At this time the company ovuned about fifty tenements. (23)
In 1365 a new factory was started. Its capacity was
13,000 spindles and it employed two hundred additional workers.
The number of tenements owned was Increased to one hundred and
sixty. The complete working capital of the company was between
$700,000. and $300,000. Competition after the Civil War be-
came so keen and the times were so depressed that Williston had
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to give up making thread and restrict himself exclusively to
cotton yams but even so the losses reduced the capital of the
company to #350,000. by IS76. (19)
The Goodyear Fabric Company was formed to manufacture
elastic cloth for the shoe trade. It leased the old Williston
and Knight mill until it sold out in I865 to the Glendale
Rubber Company, which had been organized in 1862 by Knight
and Sawyer of Easthampton and William and C. G. Judson of New
York with capital of $50,000. for the purpose of making elastic
cords.
A large brick factory was erected, in near the
railway depot by the Easthampton Rubber Thread Company. The
two upper stories of this building were rented by the Glendale
Elastic Company. In April of 1865 this Company increased its
capital to $100,000. and in June of the same year, to $250,000.
when it bought the Goodyear Elastic Company. It employed, in
I865, three hundred and fifty workers and used $250,000. worth
of raw materials. (20)
Both the Glendale and Nashawannuck were supplied with
rubber thread by the Easthampton Rubber Thread Company which
was formed in I863 with H. G. Knight as President and S. Warner
as Treasurer. It was capitalized at $100,000, employed about
twenty hands and used 200,000 pounds of rubber per year. This
company supplied nearly all of the rubber thread used in this
country in 1865. (21)
A gas company was formed in 1864- with capital of
$20,000., increased in 1866 to $30,000. E. Ferry was made
President and H. L. Clark, Treasurer. By 1876 the gas produced
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amounted to two and one-half million feet per year. (22)
In the ten year period after the Civil War, the
National Button Company had grown nearly fifty percent. It
produced up to 2,000 gross of buttons per day and was capitali-
zed at $150,000. although actually using $250,000.
The Nashawannuck Company capitalized at $300,000.
produced ^,000 dozen pairs of suspenders per week. The Glendale
Elastic Fabric Company capitalized at $100,000. actually used
nearly twice that amount, and produced goods valued at from
$250,000.. to $300,000. per year.
On July 12, 1869, the Easthampton Rubber Thread Company's
mill burned with a net loss of $65,000. , but rebuilding was
begun almost immediately. Capitalized at $150,000. it used
annually between 200,000 and 250,000 pounds of pure rubber and
did business amounting to from $200,000. to $250,000. (22)
The Valley Machine Company purchased the Nashawannuck
Machine Shop and took over the Easthampton Steam Pump and
Engine Company. The product was excellent because it won first
prize at the Fair of the American Institute which was held in
New York in 1270. In 1373 *he firm surrendered its charter and
organized on a partnership basis with capital of $30,000. (22)
In November of 1S66 J. S. Basset bought the sawmill
property on the Manhan River and started making spools and
bobbins for the Wllliston Mills. His property burned in lg6g
but he rebuilt and began making thread. In September of 1373
the business was incorporated under the name of the Mt. Tom
Thread Company with capital of $30,000. It employed about
thirty workers and did an annual business of from $65,000. to
12
$75,000. Imported yarn was dyed, twisted, spooled and the
product was sold to the clothing and shoe trade. {2k)
The industries of Easthampton reflected somewhat the
unsettled financial conditions which prevailed through out the
nation during the period after the Civil War. This was indicated
by a curtailment of production as compared with the war-time
expansion. Williston'e cotton mills showed the effects of
national conditions more than any other of the local concerns.
The rubber industries were not nearly so subject to competition
from other sections, which explains their relative well-being
during the post-war period and the panic of 1873.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOUNDING PERIOD
Certain forces were active during this period which
distinguish it from the rest of the town's history and contri-
bute greatly towards a clear understanding of the developments
which have taken place. A consideration of these factors shows
that it was almost unavoidable fro Easthampton to have been
anything but a manufacturing town.
THE AGRICULTURAL SITUATION
Easthampton was mainly agricultural up to lSkH when
Willicton brought his button mill here. The soil of the town
is very light and sandy with the result that fertilizers drain
off very rapidly. Certain of the old settlers in an attempt
to overcome this difficulty, made a practice of hauling in
clay and mixing it with the soil. This method was very costly
and the gain relatively small. Those who have persisted in
13
agriculture find that the margin of profit is not large although
by using quantities of fertilizer it is possible to produce ex-
cellent crops. In view of the fore-going conditions the farm
population was glad of the opportunity to increase its Income,
first by doing work under the domestic system for Wllliston
and later in the factories.
INFLUENCE OF THE WILLISTCN ASSOCIATES
The second outstanding characteristic of Easthampton '
s
industrial development Is that it was due mainly to the efforts
of a small group of men. Wllliston started his button business
on a domestic basis in 1B2J. By he had the business or-
ganized on a factory basis. Later he took H. G. Knight, his
former clerk, and S. Warner into the business. These men and
a Mr. Sawyer were responsible for most of the rapid growth which
followed in the wake of Willi ston's initial enterprise. They
had an Interest In a majority of the business ventures which
started here in the period from IglJ-g to 1375.
The concentration of control of the various industries
permitted considerable economy and carefully planned production
because, in many cases, some of these industries bought the
finished products of the others as their raw materials. This
local buying and selling was often sufficient to Justify found-
ing another industry. Any outside markets they secured permitted
Just that much more expansion. Practically all of the important
Industrial activity in Easthampton at this time was controlled
by the above group as the following list will show:
Ik-
Table V. Concentration of Control In Easthampton Industry.
Company Founders
National Button Willi ston, Knight, Warner
Nashawannuck Willi ston, Knight, Sawyer
Willi ston Mills Williston
Glendale Vulcanized Rubber.. Knight, Sawyer
Easthampton Rubber Thread .. Knight, Warner
These individuals were apparently shrewd business men
and this combined with the Immense demands of a growing country
enabled them to operate their industries on an exceptionally
profitable basis.
AN ERA OP NATIVE LABOR
The operatives in these early industries were local
people, There was no stigma attached to factory work and many
of the oldest and best families in town had one or more members
working in the mills. The important fact for comparative pur-
poses is that the foreign element did not arrive in large numbers
until approximately and later.
INFLUENCE OF WATER POWER
A fourth factor of great importance was the abundance
of water power sites in Easthampton. Even as late as 18^3 the
mill 8 were dependent on water power. Both the Glendale and the
Nashawannuck mills were shut down for a time because the water
was so low. This shows how important water power was even
after the other types of power had been developed. Recently
water power has been largely displaced by electricity and steam
but without it originally the town would never have developed
so extensively. Nearly all of the industries were located
15
on streams or where It was possible to hold back a head of
water. Not only was the water of great Importance as a source
of power but It also served as the chief means of transporta-
tion in early times.
16
CHAPTER III
EARLY TRANSPORTATION - A PROBLEM
Transportation in Easthampton was an acute problem
when manufacturing began. In very early times the settlers
used the Connecticut River for travel and freight. It really
was the only way out for them except by the Indian trails
which were not suitable for transporting goods and were slow
for travel. The importance of the river as an outlet is in-
dicated by the fact that years ago the people of Northampton
declared a holiday when a spring freshet cut a new channel for
the Connecticut River across the neck of the Oxbow, which
shortened the distance to the coast by nearly three miles.
The most significant early development in transporta-
tion was the building of the old Farmington Canal from New
Haven to Northampton, the local sections of which were referred
to as the Hampshire and Hanpden Canal. This work was begun
November 1, 1226, near the state line in Southwlck. Work on
the northern end was begun at Northampton on December 6, 1226.
Obviously the construction of such a canal was a difficult
problem in a hilly locality such as the one under consideration.
Some idea of the difficulties to be overcome can be gained
from a description of the route from Northampton southward.
"There was a lock for the crossing of Sackets Brook
which had a lift of seven feet. Ascending the valley of Arm
Brook, three locks, with an ascent of twenty- three feet were
required. In the next section, running up the west branch of
Arm Brook, four locks were necessary with a lift of 3& feet.
In the following section, ascending 20 feet by two
locks, the summit level was reached, on which is Timber Swamp.
Before crossing the Manhan River by an aqueduct, there was a
lock for the descent of 10 feet, and not far beyond it was a
descent of 30 feet made by three locks. In the section cross-
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ing the line from Southampton and Easthampton there was a des-
cent of 36 feet into the valley of the North Manhan, the streambeing crossed "by an aqueduct 60 feet long. The final section
number 61, is very elegibly located with a view to extending
the canal to the north and terminates on the bank of the Con-
necticut River, north of Slough Hill at or near what is called
the Honey Pot of Great Bend. At this place will be required,
to intersect the canal with the river, H-& feet of lockage.
All trees, logs, stumps, bushes, roots, and timber of
every kind were to be removed along a section of 29 feet from
the middle of the canal. The canal was to be so constructed
with the banks so sloped as to make the water 20 feet wide at
the bottom and J>K or 36 feet wide at the surface. All banks
were to be 10 feet higher than the bottom of the canal. — The
tow paths were to be at least 10 feet wide on the surface,
never less than 2 nor more than 5 feet above the water line.
The valley of West field presented the greatest engin-
eering difficulties with
~J& feet of double lockage on the south
and 38 feet of single lockage on the north at Timber Swamp.
Thence to the river level at Northampton there was required a
13^ feet of lockage. The maximum change of level secured by
a lock seems to be 10 feet. There were nine locks between
Southwl ck and Westfleld. Mr. Hurd's total estimate of the
cost was $290,000. The contract price agreed on by the direct-
ors and Mr. Hurd and Mr. Sheldon was #138,969. 5^ together with
731 shares of caoltal stock of the company for infoich they sub-
scribed." (^3)
It should be added that the soil in the Easthampton
and Westfield area Is decidedly sandy. This latter fact was
one of the strongest arguments of the opponents of the project,
who advocated the alternative plan of improving the Connecticut
River for navigation. Both sides were very set in their views
and it is said that violence was frequently resorted to when
words failed them. The second plan was supported by the com-
pletion of a canal around the falls at South Hadley and another
around Turners Falls at Montague. The fo raer was completed in
1793 and was the first canal to be operated in the United States.
As the Hampshire and Hampden Canal progressed northward
from New Haven the towns along Its route celebrated. In the
region of Westfleld warehouses were built and considerable quan-
lg
titles of goods stored pending the arrival of the canal. When
navigation was finally established it took a little over twenty-
four hours for the return trip from Westfield to New Haven.
During the first two months nearly 600 tons of freight was
shipped. (l|4)
The canal was opened to Northampton in 1^35 and for a
time hopes ran high but success was always uncertain. Heavy
rains in 1&35 caused serious washouts of the sandy banks.
Muskrats settled in the banks in large numbers and their burrow-
ing weakened the structure along its entire length. Wooden
aqueducts rapidly decayed and revenues never covered the cost
of upkeep. The canal is important chiefly because it is re-
presentative of an era in the history of the United States
and because it did provide temporary, if inadequate, facilities
until better transportation was developed.
The point of primary importance in the connection of
the old canal with the development of Easthampton is, that
much of the difficult and expensive grading done was utilized
by the Northampton and Westfield Railway which was incorporated
in 1^52 and completed in 1255* For many years this railway
was always referred to as the Canal Railroad.
The railroad, coming when it did, was of vital importance
as Willlston was getting ready to industrialize the town at
that time. The rapid development of the railroads permitted
the mill workers to travel in groups at very favorable rates
with the result that they were able to afford trips either
annually or semi-annually and thus the working organization
was welded more firmly together.
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Some examples of railroad fares are listed as a matter
of interest.
1S79, June 21 - Return trip tickets to Montreal at $9.75,
1279, July 9 - Return trip tickets to New York at $2. (^5)
18&0, May 5 - New Haven and Northampton Railroad was charging
25^ per mile.
lggO, June 2 - Th« following rates were published: to Holyoke
3055; to Chicopee ko#; to Springfield 50^.
1&S0, June 16 - Canal Railroad to sell return tickets to New
Haven at $1.30 about one-half regular fare.
1&&0, July Ik - Round trip ticket to Saybrook at $1.25. Round
trip ticket to Nantasket at |1.60.
lggO, Sept. 1 - Round trip ticket to New York at $1.50.
Feb. 9 - The Connecticut River Railroad did $^,899.
worth of "business in January, l&Sk. (33)
It is evident that rates were high in terms of wages
but the excursion rates were very reasonable and it was customary
for the workers to rent a picnic ground for a day and to go
there in a "body.
At the time the railroad was prooosed Wllliston was in
desperate need of some better means of transportation than had
been formerly been available. It is said that he purchased
about $53,000. worth of railroad stock which gives an idea of
the importance of transportation in past times. The present
system is so efficient and complete that it is easy to forget
how desperate the situation would be without it. Only one
concern had any criticism to make regarding the present day
transportation facilities. The rest of the manufacturers said
that it was entirely adequate to meet their needs. Easthampton
has a fairly large freight yard with warehousing facilities and
cars are readily obtainable. During the depression years shipping
has been very limited. Many of the firms are shipping In small
lots with the result that motor transportation is being used
on an ever Increasing scale. This fact makes it difficult to
20
place much significance on railroad freight hauling.
The only criticism of the transportation facilities
was made "by the manager of a firm whose product makes fre-
quent small shipments for Immediate delivery necessary. This
firm desires hourly truck service to Springfield.
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CHAPTER IV
POPULATION GROWTH AND COMPOSITION
EARLY SETTLERS
The early settlers were predominately English. Some
of the family histories are known almost as far back as the time
of William, The Conqueror. This was the case with the Wrights
whose history goes back to 11 kl. Stephen Wright was the first
of the family to settle In Easthampton and from lffk to the
present the Wrights have taken part In affairs of the town.
Although not wealthy at any time, they have earned a respectable
living and have furnished many members who have served the pub-
lic and added to the cultural attainments of the town. They
have been particularly prominent in church affairs. The old
Wright homestead is still one of the most attractive places .
in the town. With the decease of the last member of the family
in Easthampton It is to be made into a home for aged ladies.
The Janes family dates from 1235 . They also were English.
B. Janes settled at Pascommuck in 1700 and it was his family
which suffered in the Indian attack on that place in
They were typical of the group economically and morally al-
though they have not been as influential in the town as some
others, nor are there as many of them.
The Clapps, dating from 1609, are also from England.
Major Jonathan Clapp came to Easthampton In 1730 and played
a very Important part in the affairs of the town. Most of
the Clapps of Easthampton are his descendents. They are a very
fine family and have since furnished several members who have
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been prominent in local politics, while those who have not
participated actively have "been the very best type of farmer-
citizens. They have not been outstanding financially but have
made a fair living even in times of stress.
The Clarks are another English family dating from 1609.
P. Clark was the first one to settle in Easthampton but the
date of his arrival is not definitely known. The present Clarks
are mostly business people but in past the family has furnished
several professional people and several who have been very
active in church affairs. The entire family has been economically
successful.
Benjaman Lyman was the first of his family to settle
here. The Lyman s are English and since 1703 have propsered
here. At the present time they are one of the largest families
in the town and also one of the most prop serous. Several of
those bearing that name are engaged prominently in the professions
or in public service while those engaged in business seem uni-
formly successful.
The arrival of the Willlston family dates from the in-
corporation of the town in 17&5* Reverend Payson Williston
was the first minister and it was his son, Samuel, who was
directly responsible for the industrialization of Easthampton
from l&k-g onward. The family died out with his death but during
his life-time he influenced the development of the town more
than any other individual from then to the present time.
The Knight family is probably English also. They
first came to Easthampton from Huntington in the early IgOO's.
H. G. Knight was a clerk In Williston' s store and later rose
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to be Willlston's partner. He was a very capable man both in
business and In politics and he later became Governor of the
state. His career was twice besmirched by scandal; once through
his alleged personal indescretions and again by his son's in-
stability of character. There is no telling to what extent
the charges against his character were Justified as the accounts
in the papers vary widely. It is certain that his declining
years were almost ruined financially by his son's activities.
Other early settlers are included in the following list:
Family Dates From Nationality Date of Arrival
Clapp 1609 .... English .... 1730
Clark I609 .... English
Lyman I63I .... English .... I703
Wright 1141 .... English .... ljkA-
Janes 1235 .... English .... 1700
Wllliston .... I69I .... English .... I7S5
Knight - - .... IgOO
Parsons I634 .... English . . . . - - -
Ferry - - .... 1730
White I632 .... English .... 1760
Chapman -- .... 1772
Pomeroy I63O .... English ....
Hannum 1653 .... .... 1760
Phelps I63O .... English ....
Ltfiden - - .... .... 1779
Wood .... .... 1775
Hendrlck .... .... 1774
Many of these families have representatives In the
town at the present time. They are generally good citizens
and relatively successful from a financial standpoint. Most
of them own farms at present or have owned them until recent
years. Meny of the older farms which were located near the
center of the town have been broken up for building lots.
The Hendricks deserve special mention In connection
with the development of the town because one of their members
discovered and donated the present water supply. Prior to
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his gift in the latter part of the IgOO's the question of ac-
quiring a suitable supply of water was a serious problem. At
the present time it may be said that Easthampton has as good
water as any place in the United States. It is supplied by
artesian wells and is never exposed to daylight till it comes
from the faucet. It is always clear and nearly as cold as ice.
In contrast to the deplorable conditions which prevail in many
small towns Easthampton has an important advantage.
It is very difficult for any fair-minded person to de-
cide whether the original settlers enjoy their relatively se-
cure economic position because of their ability or because
they were here first. Most of them engaged in agriculture and
thus with reasonable frugality were assured of a living and
through the generations they have been able to accumulate some
surplus. In addition, being well known to each other, they
had a better choice of work. Outsiders were called in only
after the local supply of labor had' been exhausted and this
was not for a number of years.
The original settlers were mainly English and hence
formed a fairly homogenous group from the standpoint of back-
ground and ability. The later settlers were of varied national-
ities with a consequent divergence of ability, background, and
sympathies. Obviously it will require time for them to become
assimilated into the social unit because of differences in
language, morals, and Institutions.
Reference to Graph A on population growth, page 92,
indicates a static conditions from early times and particularly
from 1300 to l&k-O, with a minimum of immigration. It is evident
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that in a farming community with most of the land held by the
original settlers there would be little or no opportunity for
poor lnmigrants to find a means of livelihood. They must go
where their labor can be Immediately turned into cash or sustenance
and this situation exists only where there is opportunity to
work for others or where there is free or very cheap land.
Since Easthampton did not surroly either in early times, the
town grew slowly and the original settlers became all the more
firmly intrenched being, in many instances, related by inter-
marriage. As far as the older families are concerned this
condition is true, to a considerable extent, at the present
time.
The curve of population growth rises rather sharply,
for the first time, beginning with lSkO. Williston's mill
was definitely established by lg^O and in the ten years that
followed the population grew at a steady rapid pace. In the
twenty years following 1S40 the population increased from 717
to 1,916 in I860, an increase of 1,199*
The first record of the foreign born in the town was
in 1^55 and from then until I&60 their growth paralleled that
of the entire population but at a lower level. From I860 to
IS65 the line of total population growth rises very sharply,
due fto doubt to the extremely rapid industrial expansion which
was taking place during that period under the guidance of Willis-
ton, Knight, Warner, and Sawyer.
POPULATION DURING THE FOUNDING AND EXPANSION PERIODS
A comparison of these periods with graph* "A" showing
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the total population growth and the increase of the foreign
horn indicates some very interesting developments. After the
brief period from 1^55 to 1365 the numbers of foreign born in-
crease very slowly up to 1295 wben there were only 1,^27.
On the other hand the total population continued to increase
rapidly up to 1295 when it amounted to ^,790.
Reference to graph "B" shows that the foreign born
came mostly from Ireland, Germany, Canada, and Scotland in the
order listed. At no time from 1255 to the present have there
been more than one hundred foreign born Scotch in town so they
may be disregarded in a study of the foreign element.
There were very few of the true foreign born French
in town during any year, never over a dozen and rarely more than
five. Most of the population listed as French are French-
Canadians. They are mainly mill workers although some do a
little farming. For the period in question the French were
here only in small numbers ranging from I50 at the beginning
to about 25O at the end and consequently were not of great
immediate importance. They did form a nucleus of the present
French element.
The Germans were slightly more numerous than the French
and increased at about an equal rate with them throughout the
period. The German families seem to become Americanized very
readily and many of them have grown into the class of skilled
trades-people. Throughout the Industry Founding Period the
Irish increased rapidly. Graph* "B" shows a very rapid and
steady increase from less than 200 in 12>55 to nearly 600 in
1375. This was maintained until 1225 when their number de-
*See Appendix I
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creased as rapidly as It had grown until It had dwindled to
about k20 in 1395.
According to graph* "B" the periods under discussion
were distinctly the Irishman's era. It should he kept clearly
in mind that the figures given for the foreign horn do not
include the children bom here of foreign parents. Thus for
anyone of the nationalities considered the figures do not paint
an entirely accurate picture. The percentage of the total pop-
ulation which any one nationality composes would depend directly
on the prevailing size of the family. However, since all
Americans, excepting the Indians, are recently of foreign des-
cent it would seem rather pointless going into too much detail
with regard to native born children of the Irish, Germans,
Scotch, and possibly the French because, when in small numbers,
they readily adopt American customs.
Interviews with some of the older residents whose ex-
perience dates from the lggO's revealed that there was a dis-
tinctly Irish element at that time. One elderly lady said,
"Oh, yes, the Irish have always been with us." (37) At the
present time, aside from religion the distinction is not nearly
so clear cut.
Probably the Irish imigratlon started because of the
Potato Famine in Ireland and those who came here found things
so much to their liking that they wrote home for their friends.
In general the immigrants of these periods who settled locally
were typical of the immigration to the United States at that
time. They were mainly from northern Europe and many of them
were very skilled workmen. Because of their racial similiarity
*See Appendix I
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to our native stock they took to American customs easily and
were a decided asset to the community.
Before passing from the subject of population growth
It is fitting to say a few words with regard to the labor
policy of S. Williston and his associates. The testimony is
uniform that these men preferred native help. They drew
heavily on the local families, then on the families in surround-
ing towns and later on natives from other states. One lady
who worked for H. G. Knight in the Button Shop in 1225 said
that he always was ready to hire Vermont girls whenever there
were any openings. Many of these girls came to town and after
working for a time married into some of the best families.
Strange as it seems to us today, one of the best places to meet
the daughters of prominent families was in the local mills.
This was true with about three exceptions and was important as
an indication of the way these mills were operated. In addition
to this, most of the Vermont families investigated conditions
very thoroughly before permitting their daughters to work here
and the fact that so many came attests their satisfaction with
conditions. (25)
This policy on the part of the industrial leaders of
Easthampton kept a majority of native stock in the town, which
was vitally important in speeding the assimilation of the for-
eign element that did come in. It was also important in keeping
down unemployment and preventing low wages. Persons who were
interviewed seemed to think that wages were very good in re-
lation to costs of living at that time. This matter has been
discussed in more detail on pages 30 and 33. During the periods
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In question there was practically no unemployment for those
who wanted work. This fact was brought out repeatedly during
Interviews and has been substantiated by references to the
newspaper files. It was a startling sight to eyes accustomed
to 1937 news to see advertisements in the paper stating that
twenty girls were wanted to work in the Button Shop. (38)
A brief summary of salient events will clarify what is
to come. Wllllston died in 187*1- and by his will left the
Williston Mills to the Williston Seminary and Amherst College.
At the time of his death business conditions were so poor that
it was impossible to consumate a satisfactory sale, therefore
the mills were operated until February 2k-, 1821, when they
were sold to Haley and Morse of Boston for $300,000. (33)
This is important because It marks the breaking down of the old
order and the beginning of the new.
Apparently the mills were operated for profit only
while they were in the hands of the trustees. The "News"
says that it was a shame for mills to be operated for philan-
thropic purposes and yet to keep the employees working in such
drab, uncared for surroundings. Then it goes on to commend the
new owners for renovating (39). A later strike notice refutes
anything favorable which was said about the new management. (^0)
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CHAPTER V
CONDITIONS DURING THE EXPANSION PERIOD 1376-1295
In addition to an attempt to secure full and accurate
historical Information regarding Industrial beginnings in East-
hampton, an attempt has been made to secure facts about the
working conditions within the mills, the length of the working
day, and the wages paid. This material is available from two
sources. First, from Interviews with some of the town's older
residents; secondly, from the newspaper files for the years in
question. Interviews were tried first, then recourse was taken
to the files to secure additional material and to check on the
material collected by the former method. Information received
from Interviews extended back about to lggO.
Apparently working conditions were uniformly good.
There was adequate light, ventilation, and heat. The factory
Interiors are said to have been very clean and pleasant. There
was little discipline for the piece and rate workers. They
were permitted to sing while at work and could leave the mill
after they had made what they considered a satisfactory day'
s
wage. In fact the lady who furnished the above information said
that it was not advisable to work too long a day because the
rate would have been cut If the girls made too much. She was
employed by the National Button Company. The work was not
very difficult and nearly all of the girls were paid on a piece
rate basis.
The companies maintained boarding houses and furnished
excellent board for about $3. per week. Rooms probably were
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about $1. per week thus the girls who were on piece work and
who generally got about $10. per week were able to get along
very nicely. The mills were non-union at that time (lggo) and
the relations between employers and employees were said to be
congenial. The working day was ten hours long and the working
week sixty hours long. There was little or no unemployment
for those who wanted to work. New girls were started off at
between $2. and $3. per week. When they had learned the trade
they were put on piece work.
A more complete picture of conditions can be obtained
from a study of the newspaper files. This method has the ad-
vantage in that it is more accurate for events of fifty years
ago than the memory is. The following points are of Interest:
Jan. 5 - The pastor's salary for 1S75 was $2,500.
Jan. 20 - The janitor of the town hall received a salary
of $150.
Mar. 2 - One hundred and twenty-five men at the Knicker-
bocker, Ice Company were being paid $1.25 P ei* day*
Mar. 36 - The town was to pay for highway work as follows:
men $.15 per hour, horses f. 25 per hour, and
cattle $.20 per hour. (26)
It can be seen that labor never got over $1.50 per day
or $9. for a working week of sixty hours. It is small wonder
that the girls were well satisfied with $10. for sixty hours
or less. Another item of striking Interest is the pastor's
salary of $2,500. per year. At the present time the salary
paid to the pastor of one of the prominent local churches does
not exceed this. Certainly very few local churches pay over
$3,000. per year.
A careful reading of the files has shown that contrary
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to the impression gained from interviews, there was a good deal
of industrial strife and also a number of serious accidents.
The mills apparently had the ir slack and rush seasons Just as
they do now only the slack seasons were of much shorter duration.
In June of IS79 the workers at the Williston Mills struck but
were finally forced to take a cut of 3.5 percent Instead of the
proposed 5 percent. (27) A, slack period was recorded for sever-
al of the mills in April but by June they were all working over-
time again.
A disgraceful feature of early industrial organization
is brought out in a strike notice which states that twenty- five
small boys struck at the Williston Mills. These boys were
around fourteen years of age and were paid $. 32 per day or $1.92
per week. The paper comments that it was a shame for small boys
to be treated in this manner but that since both parents and
mill owners approved of it nothing could be done. (22) Related
items are: Jan. 23, 1330 - The Williston operatives received
an increase of $.05 per day, and Feb. 11, the Williston opera-
tives received an increase of 2.5 percent. There were about
forty men and boys on the payroll of the National Button Company.
Evidently there were considerably greater numbers of small boys
employed in this locality than is commonly known. (29)
COMPARATIVE COSTS AND INCOME IN 1330 AND I937
Probably the most complete set of prices are those found
for 1330. They give a good picture of the prices prevailing
in those times. These prices are expressed as a percentage of
the weekly wage. It is possible to determine the same relation-
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ship between present day prices and wages, than by comparing
the percentages a valid comparison of real costs for the two
periods may be made.
The figures show some very interesting facts about the
proportions of prices. The percentages are based on an average
week's pay of $10. in lggo and of |15. in 1937.
Table VI. Income and Comparative Costs in lggo and 1937. (30)
--lggO-- —1937--
Commodities Prices Percent of Prices Percent of
weekly pay weekly pay
Pork (per lb.) .12 1.2 .27 l.g
Beef " " .16 1.6
.35 2.3
Chicken" " .lg l.g .27 l.g




.37 3.7 .2g 1.9
Cheese » .16 1.6 . 2g 1.9
Lard " " .10 1.0 .17 1.1
Eggs "
.32 3.2 .40 2.7
Butter * "
.30 3.0 .14-2 2.g
Beans " "
.09 .9 .17 1.1
Flour (per barrel) 9. 50 95.0 g.52 57.
Potatoes (per bu.) .60 6.0 2.00 13.3
Coal (per ton) 7. 50 75. 15.00 100.0
Cheviot suits 4.25 42.5 14.00 93.
3
All wool suits 7.00 70.00 30.00 200.0
Childrens' suits 1.12 11.2 5. 00 33.3
Dress shirts
.37 3.7 2.00 13.3
Fancy dress shirts
.35 3.5 1.50 10.0
Calico shirts .21 2.1 .g5 5.7
Suspenders .Og .g . 50 3.3
Wool hats .40 4.0 I.50 10.0
Working pants
.37 3.7 2 » 00 1 3»3
Fr. calf" shoes 5. 00 50.0 10.00 66.6
Work shoes 2.00 20.0 3. 50 23.3
The items listed above are sufficiently varied to re-
present a considerable portion of the necessities of life.
The method of expressing the relation of each item to the total
week's pay makes it possible to set-up a direct comparison of
relative costs in lggO and 1937. By contrasting the percent-
ages for the two periods it is evident that the majority of
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articles listed cost the working man of today a larger percent-
age of his pay than they did in lggo. The exceptions to this
statement are: flour, butter, eggs, and coffee. Flour is
not of much direct significance since so few people do their
own baking at present and the baker's margin of profit is not
known. Butter and eggs were much more subject to seasonal
price changes in lggo than at present due to the absence of
refrigeration facilities.
The greater part of the increase in 1937 costs over
those of lggo is due to a relatively limited class Of commodities;
mainly clothing and fuel. The other rises in costs are almost
uniformly distributed and look Insignificant as expressed as
a percent of the average week's pay. It must be emphasized
that the prices represent only a small unit of each commodity
and that as the number of units purchased increases the small
extra cost becomes a progressively heavy burden on the working
class.
BOARDING- COSTS IN lggO AND I937
Another comparison between conditions in lggO and 1937
may be made in terms of boarding costs. According to testimony
the cost of board ranged from $2.50 to $3. per week. It is
said that the food was good and sufficient in quantity. Figures
for March 31, lggO, state that pauper's board was being raised
from $2. to |2.25 per week. (31) An advertisement of August
13, lg79, states that camp ground board was 50 per session,
probably a week, or $1. for single days. (32) From these three
statements it seems that $3. per week was a fair figure for
steady boarders. Calculating on the basis of $10. per week
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as an average wage, board in 1S&0 equaled about 30 percent of
the wage. At present the very least it is possible to get
board for is $>6. per week and good board would cost nearer
per week thus consuming approximately ko percent and 53 percent
respectively of the working man's weekly wages, depending on
how well he lives.
The objection may be raised that flO. per week is too
high to be a fair average wage in lggO but if that is true it
is also true that at present the work is very unsteady so that
$15. per week is also a liberal estimate. Although neither
figure is entirely accurate, for practical purposes, the com-
parison is valid.
A NEW EXPENSE IN 1937
The economic status of the working classes has been
greatly altered. One of the most important factors is the
automobile. At first a luxury, it is rapidly becoming a
necessity. The man with an income of #15. per week desires
one just as much as any one else and since the way is made
easy by installment plans, covering all initial expenses, the
lower income workers are buying and operating automobiles.
Since the owner's wishes are his time table he travels accord-
ingly and a greater part of his income is absorbed in paying
the expenses of aimless transportation. All the worker has
to show for his savings is a vehicle which is exceedingly
costly to operate and which is subject to almost unbelievable
depreciation even when standing still. The result is that In-
stead of saving for a rainy day the worker is continually living
up to and beyond his means.
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RECREATION COSTS MORE IN I937
In lggO the recreation was of a very different sort
from that which is favored today. Everything was local in
nature. When the workers did go outside the town for recreation-
al purposes they went in a group and hence saved on train fare.
Aside from these annual or semi-annual picnics the churches
occupied a great deal of the worker 1 s leisure time. If a group
went to a church supper they did not have to pay for one at
home. Contrast this with the movies of 1937, the admittance
to which is the equivalent of a very fine supper, but the re-
turns from which are entirely intangible. The same may be said
for the custom of riding all Sunday afternoon just for the ride.
Of course slmiliar things were being done in 1S80 by the work-
ing classes. The point is that the 1937 types of recreation
are more numerous, are resorted to more often, and are much
more costly.
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS
The files for this period Indicate that there were
several serious accidents during the average year. This may
be accounted for, in part, by the long working day and week.
Another cause probably was the laxity with which early accident
legislation was enforced. Massachusetts passed accident legis-
lation as early as 1^77 but it was some time before the laws
were effectively enforced. The following list gives some idea
of the type of accidents which were most common;
1375 ______ No accidents. (26)
lggO, Feb. 11 - A man was seriously scaled at the Easthampton
Rubber Thread Company.
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1880, May, 5 - An employee of the Willlston Mills lost three
fingers.
May 26 - A man lost a finger in a button machine.
Sept. 8 - Twelve men from the Mt. Tom sawmill were sick
with the "shakes" caused by rotting sawdust.
Oct. 13 - A hoy employed in the Glenwood Silk Mills had
a badly Infected finger; caused by lack of care.
1881, Feb. 2 - A fourteen year old girl employed in the Willlston
Mills had her arm broken when her apron caught in
a gear.
Nov. 25 - A woman employed by the Nashawannuck Company
lost one finger.
1882, Oct. 6 - A Glendale employee had his hand badly crushed.
1323, - No accidents.
1884, - No accidents.
1385, - No accidents (33)
All the accidents listed above are of a serious nature.
The less important ones are not mentioned and there is no way
of determining how numerous they were. All the present concerns
reported no accidents in the previous year involving the loss
of more time than the shift on which the accident occurred.
INDIE TRIAL STRIFE DURING THE EXPANSION PERIOD
Mention has been made of the extent of industrial strife.
This can be illustrated best by listing the news items over a
period of years. In order to present a fuller picture of con-
ditions wage increases will be included with reductions and
strike notices.
1875, Fefe « 10 - Nashawannuck Company reduced wages. Only operat-
ing three-quarters of the time. (26)
1879, Nov. 11 - Prices said to be rising rapidly on everything. (34)
1880, Jan. 28 - Willlston operatives got an increase of $.05 per
day.
Feb. 11 - Willlston operatives got an increase of 2.5 percent.
Mar. 3 - Stitchers' wages in the Nashawannuck Company were
raised from #1.25 to $1.30 per day.
Mar. 10 - Willlston operatives stru ck for a 10 percent raise.
Mar. 17 - Terry weavers at Glendale received a 10 percent
raise.
Apr. 7 - Shovelers struck for $1.25 per day. Were getting
$1.12 per day. All were discharged.
Willlston Mills were working eleven hours a day
and until noon Saturday. Received an advance of
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7 percent.
1220, May 12 - Workmen on the Massachusetts Central Railway hadpay advanced to $1.25. Men on the Water Works
struck for $1.50 per day and were all discharged.
June 16 - Terry weavers at Glendale were working half time.
Wages were reduced 2 percent.
Oct. 11 - Wllliston Mills were working ten hours and fifty-
five minutes per day and five hours and twenty-
five minutes on Saturday. Working week was
sixty hours.
Oct. 6 - A dyer in the Glenwood Silk Mill left for Colorado
because he was only making $.75 per day.
Dec. 2 - The lady weavers in the Nashawannuck Company
were cut 10 percent - 20 percent. They were
only getting $6. to $2. per week before the cut.
Other mills in torn were paying $2. to $9. per
week for the same work. Many of the best weavers
left town.
1221 ----- No strikes or wage changes.
1222, June 30 - Nashawannuck Company help must forfeit all wages
due them if they left without giving four weeks*
notice.
Dec. 29 - Glendale weavers were cut 22 percent, warpers
25 percent. The wo rkers struck but finally agreed
to try it for one month.
1223, Feb. 3 - Glenwood Mill to reduce wages.
1224, Feb. 4 - Williston Mills to reduce wages 3 percent effective
Pfb. 25, 1224.
Feb. 25 - Three hundred and twenty- five workers struck.
They had taken a cut of 7*5 percent about a year
ago. Has become a matter of principle.
Mar. 7 - Strike notice - Married men and women making only
$.72 and $.90 per day, spinners $1.25. Bosses
get $21. per week since new management took over
Wllliston Mills. Nearly all bosses are new men.
The help is cut to pay their' salaries.
Mar. 14 - The company paid the strikers but deducted one
month's advance rent for their tenements.
1225, Jan. 2 - Glendale weavers on gusset webb average from
$25. to $45. per month. Only about twelve are
making the maximum. They have had reductions
totaling 37 percent during the last three years.
A weaver who spoils a yard of webb must pay the
cost of weaving five.
Feb. 6 - Weavers went back to work at the same hourly
wage but only worked eight hours per day. (33)
When the workers received a wage reduction it was a
heavy one but increases In wages were relatively small. There
is little question that the workers quoted the very lowest
wages in their strike notices but it is also true that from
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this point onward there was less congeniality between the em-
ployers and the employees.
During this period the financial policy of the United
States was anything but secure. The silver interests were doing
all in their power to cheapen the currency with the result that
the property owners were never sure of the value of their property
in terms of money. This situation was particularly difficult
for the business men as they were everlastingly afraid of being
caught with a large inventory in the face of a drop in prices.
Undoubtedly a large part of the industrial strife of this period
was a reflection of the financial policy of the nation.
The forfeiting of back pay for leaving the company
without giving proper notice, and the deduction of advance rent
for tenements from wages are evidences of the policy which the
concerns adopted to meet the times. Obviously the deduction
of a month's advance rent would lessen the worker's resistance
in the case of a strike. If they did remain on strike for as
much as a month there was always the possibility of eviction
from the tenements at the end of the month.
Another cause which contributed to the industrial un-
rest in this period was the fact that the prices of some com-
modities varied very rapidly and widely thus causing a sudden
drain on the worker's income. Butter and eggs, in particular,
were supplied almost entirely by the local farmers. The price
fluctuations for these two goods reflect beautifully the work-
ings of the laws of supply and demand. For instance, on
September 15, 1&&2, eggs were selling for $.32 per dozen, while
on December 15, crate eggs were bringing per dozen
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and there was almost no limit for fresh eggs. (33) Butter
prices varied less widely hut none the less certainly as is
shown by a price of $.22 per pound on June 22, lggi, and ranging
from there up to $.4o per pound on October lggl. (33)
COMPANY TENEMENTS
The question of why tenements were built by the companies
in Easthampton is an interesting one and one for which there
are several hypothetical answers. Possibly it was a natural
by-product of the early paternalistic attitude of the puritan
mill owners. This supposition was unquestionably correct in
the case of the Boston capitalists but it was also modified
by a more pragmatic reason; that of necessity.
The Boston men found that they must supply living facil-
ities and strict regulation for the women they desired to employ
in their cotton mills. Primarily this was necessary because
the local supply of labor was entirely inadequate to meet their
needs. When female workers were brought to towns to work their
parents wanted to know what provision was being made for the
physical and moral welfare of their daughters. Beyond this,
there were not enough dwellings in the new mill sites to house
the sudden influx of workers and the mill owners were the only
ones with capital enough to build.
The first solution to this problem was the mill board-
ing house. These houses were provided for both male and female
workers. The next logical step was the erection of tenements
to be leased to those operatives who desired to marry. This
was simply an extension of the control exercised by the absentee
owners. For the same reasons stores were built by the early
companies until outside mercantile interests could be attracted.
Thus the precedent was set by the Boston capitalists in their
early cotton textile towns dating from IgOO. These men were
not insensible to the good will arising from the contrast be-
tween these conditions and those prevailing on the continent.
Industries started in Easthampton in consequently
Williston had an example set for him by the Boston capitalists.
The Ghicopee mills were close enough to assure that he was cog-
nizant of the approved system. The same reasons applied in
Easthampton as in the above mentioned cotton textile towns
excepting that here the beginnings were much smaller and for
a considerable time the local help was sufficient. After lg4g
Williston was faced with the problem of securing outside help.
To solve this problem he built boarding houses for the single
girls and tenements to rent to married couples. He also had
a store which he maintained during the early years of his
factory organization.
The number of families per dwelling increased steadily
up to 1375 indicating that there was a real need for housing
facilities. Williston and his associates were the only ones
in town with sufficient capital to meet this need consequently
it became the policy of the local mills to build tenements to
rent to their employees. Necessity supported by custom was
the determining factor.
The reason for the scarcity of housing from early
times nearly to the present is that most of the early Industries
have continued in business here and thus the original houses
have been continuously occupied and new ones needed for new
workers. The greatest congestion occurred In 1915 when there
was 1.5*1- families per dwelling. (35) It was at this time that
the West Boyle ston Company was Importing the greatest numbers
of workers.
It may be said that the people were relatively secure
financially In the period from 1S50 to 1^95. Wages were not
high but the work was steady and the working hours were long.
The result was that only a very small portion of the Income went
for recreation and its attendant expenses such as clothing and
transportation. People had enough Income to cover their needs.
SOURCES OF EARLY" CAPITAL
The local industries were different from those of many
other New England towns In that the growth was from within.
Most of the cotton textile towns were developed by outside cap-
ital and enterprise but the growth of Easthampton was brought
about by Samuel Williston. It is probable that Wllliston's
father left him a little money although it could not have been
very much as he was paid mostly in goods and as Williston did
not make much at raising sheep he must have started with very
little capital.
A heavy investment was not required for the making of
buttons under the domestic system and as Williston conducted
this business for twenty-one years he had time to make a good
deal of money. After the first few years his business grew
greatly In volume. By 1^36 he was able to consider organizing
a factory although this was not accomplished until 12^3. Even
then he retained his domestic business along with his factory
production and from the proceeds of the two he was able to sup-
port the organization of other industries as for example, the
Nashawannuck Company and later the two Willi ston Mills.
Indirectly, Willi ston was responsible for more than
the above industries because his associates made their money
through his organization and were later able to develop interests
of their own. It is true that as time went on several of the
older mills were incorporated and outside capital was drawn
on through the sale of stock but in most cases the management
remained in the hands of local people until recently. The first
outside control came in when the Willlston Mills were sold to
Haley and Morse of Boston in lggl. Judging from the strike
nntice listed on page thirty-eight the workers did not find
the policies of Haley and Morse towards them very satisfactory.
CHAPTER VI
EASTHAMPTON AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY
In Easthampton had a population of ^,790. There
were seven corporations In the town with capital of $1,523,920.
on December 31, 1895. Their original capital was $#55,000.
hence an increase of nearly one-half had been made. Originally
there were 56 stockholders In these corporations while in 1295
there were 290. In addition to the corporations there were
partners in the town. By I905 there were 21 establishments
with total capital of $k-,0&6,K26.
1295 1905
Stock used $1,302,773. $2, 353, 26^.
Goods oroduced 2,261,163. 3, §61,693.
Total paid In wages ^g, 0*1-1. 22^,701.
Average yearly income 362. 39&.33
Average wage earners l,~}kM-. 2,221.
The seven corporations in 1295 does not mean that there
were no other establishments in the town so a comparison with
the 21 establishments mentioned in the 1905 figures is of no
significance.
The same may be said for the capitalization figures.
However, a proper comparison may be made between the numbers
employed, the stock used, the goods produced, and the wages
paid. In every case there Is a very considerable increase.
The major change in this period was the arrival of the
West Boyleston Company. They were directly responsible for
the increase in employment and the raising of the average year-
ly wa-'-e. The upward trend noticeable in this period continued
through the war time and into the 1920's.
This must have been a very exciting span of years for
the townspeople. Nothing of such Importance had happened
since Willi ston started the button business. In a small town
everything goes along unhurriedly and In many cases without
visible change. The working class were sufficient unto them-
selves. Employment was steady and the long working day and
week automatically reduced the recreation problem. The younger
people had ball teams which played games with the other local
teams and sometimes challenged teams from other towns. The
company boarding houses were supplied with books and other re-
creational facilities and the town was mightily supplied with
churches. During these times the circle of one's activities
activities was limited to the town facilities. Of the factors
mentioned above the church was by far the most potent. Other
activities radiated from it. Regliglon was not Just a Sunday
ritual but extended to evening meetings and church festivals
of all sorts which filled out the greater part of the workers'
spare time.
Aside from the purely religious Joy which the church-
goers derived from such occasions, they held further attractions
for both young and old. For the latter there was the ever
present possibility of correcting the erring ways of some de-
linquent member while in the case of the former it furnished
an excellent opportunity to escort some member of the fair sex
home. Occasionally one of the church groups would put on some
sort of an entertainment at the church or town hall. The re-
creational possibilities were so local in nature that a goodly
part of the town's population would surely attend.
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It must not be inferred that all of the townspeople
were of a religious disposition. There are cases on record
of some of the younp-er group becoming unduly familiar with
John Barleycorn and engaging In more boistrous recreation,
but such is to be expected In any normal town.
The period from 1^95 through 1905 was the forerunner
of drastic changes both in the social and economic life of the
town. Socially it meant the end of the familiar relationships
that had previdusly existed. These had been undermined to a
certain extent by the advent of the French-Canadians who form-
ed a unit apart from the older residents. The Polish groups
that started and continued with ever increasing strength through
this period were to constitute a very large separate unit of
the population.
Finally the local unity was to be further disrupted by
the invention of the automobile. As this mode of transportation
came into favor the individual had a greater range in which to
look for recreation with the result that leisure time has be-
come progressively more costly and the local social units have,
to a large extent, broken down.
Economically this period represents the beginning of
the rapid expansion and growth that was to later intensify the
depression years. The unskilled element of the population grew
at a tremendous rate to meet the labor needs of the expanding
industries, chiefly the West Boyleston Company and the Hampton
Company. When the crash came this group was left without any
means of support and at the present institutes a major part
of the unemployment problem.
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CHAPTER VII
POPULATION IN THE NEW EPA 1&95-1937
Graph* "A" showing the growth of the population
Indicates some Interesting changes. During this period the
line for the total growth rises very rapidly throughout the en-
tire period. The total population in 1895 was ^,790; in 1925
It amounted to 11,261, an increase of 6,797. The rate of growth
was almost constant during the years from 1295 t° 19 25 and can
be attributed largely to the new Industries, particulary the '
West Boyle ston Company, which located here in 1$95 and engaged
in the business of making cotton fabrics. Later fabrics were
sold for use in automobile tires and, at the peak of production,
between 3>000 and ^,000 workers were employed. A period of
great prosperity ensued from 1895 through 1915 and during that
time a great many tenement houses were built which have done
much to maintain good living conditions throughout the last
depression.
Graph*-"B" shows that the type of population changed
at this time. From 1895 "to the present the Irish have declined
steadily in numbers, reaching a low of 173 foreign born in
1930. The Germans remained fairly steady at about 287 from
I895 to 1915. From there onward they declined to lk-J in 193°«
Starting in I895 the French increased from 2kk to 590 in 1905,
held steady to I9I5 and dropped off to practically nothing in
1930. In 1&95 a n^w nationality enters, namely the Polish.
They came here in steadily Increasing numbers until at the
present time 1hey form a large part of the population of
*See Appendix I
Easthampton. The line on the graph speaks for Itself showing
a peak of 1,776 in I915 and a sharp decline thereafter.
The advent of this large foreign group within so short
a time has had a considerable effect on the town. The Polish
have not been very readily assimilated due to differences in
language, customs and religion. They form a very distinct
group at the present time. The older generation keep very
much to themselves, probably in an effort to preserve their
customs. The younger generation, however, are proving themselves
to be both capable and alert as indicated by a growing interest
in town politics and town progress.
There is little question that this large foreign group
was and la, to a large extent, responsible for the wage standards
which prevail in town and it was to be expected that these
people would take what was offered. The lowest wages paid here
are in excess of those prevailing in their native land. There
i(? no denying that at the time they came here there was con-
siderable demand for any kind of unskilled labor but during
the depression their presence has reacted to drastically reduce
the wages for this type of worker and Indeed to reduce the
openings at any price.
It should again be emphasized that the graph shows
only those foreigners who were born outside the United States.
In some instances the native born of foreign parentage are as
foreign to American culture and ideals as if they had been
born in the land of their ancestors. This factor becomes of
particular significance vdtti a group like the Polish who gen-
erally have large families. The result is that they tend to
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become an increasingly large percentage of the population.
Tht total native white of foreign or mixed parents amounted to
5,432 in 1930 and of these 2,029 were Polish. These added to
the figures for the foreign born of 1920 give the following
results: Of the total population of 11,323 the foreign born
and the children of foreign born or mixed parentage totaled
g,307. Of this figure over one-third of 3,302 were Polish. (4-2)
limy of the Polish have saved money enough to buy farms;
others have gone into storekeeplng. They seem to prosper at
whatever they take up. This apparent prosperity is due mainly
to the fact that they are willing to work long hours for small
wages and also to the fact that all the members of their large
families work for the support of the group. One farmer of very
old native stock said that he no longer attempts to sell his
produce locally because the Polish are continually engaged in
cut-throat competition. This keeps wages so small that it is
impossible to maintain a decent standard of living. This farm-
er Is capable and owns his property without indebtedness but
is still unable to compete. His main objection to the methods
of the Polish farmers is their lack of organization. If this
is true of farming it is equally true of manufacturing. (4l)
These trends are true of the entire country as a re-
sult of this type of Immigration. It is not a case of lower
intelligence because the children of these people are frequent-
ly very successful In our colleges. It is due to a difference
in customs and there is little doubt that as the melting pot
gets in its work this difficulty will gradually be overcome.
The large numbers coming to Easthampton In so short a period
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of tine is what has caused the difficulty.
A more detailed analysis of the types of immigration is
to be found in Table IX but for all practical purposes the data
as shown in the graphs is sufficient to indicate the major
trends. Table VII showing the exact populations for various
dates is also given. (51)
In considering the effects of immigration it is necessary
to consider other factors such as illiteracy and housing facil-
ities as both have a direct bearing on the social problems v-hich
the torn, must handle. In 1265 there was only one American illit-
erate in Easthampton but there were twenty-eight foreign born
illiterates comprising about 1 percent of the total population.
In 1S75 there were six illiterates, three foreign born and three
native born. In there was a total of two hundred and fifty-
nine illiterates and of this group two hundred and twenty or
slightly over 5 percent of the total population were foreign.
The ratio of females to males was two to one. There were thirty-
nine native born who were unable to write. Probably some of
these were the children of foreign parents. In I905 there were
two hundred and ninety foreign born illiterates equalling k
percent of the total population and thirty-two native born.
In 1915 only twenty-seven native born were illiterate as com-
pared with five hundred and forty-six foreign born or 5.7 per-
cent of the total population. In 1920 there were forty-five
native born Illiterates and one thousand, three hundred and
thirty-eight foreign born or nearly 12 percent of the popu-
lation. By I93O these figures were changed to one hundred and
thirty-seven native born and five hundred and eighty-one foreign
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born or slightly over 5 percent of the total population,
The above percentages refer only to the relation of the
foreign born illiterates to the total population for the res-
pective years mentioned. These figures speak well for the ed-
ucational system and illustrate better than words, the working
of the melting pot. It is to be expected that as time passes
the educational system and the stringency of the immigration
laws will reduce illiteracy even further. In all probability
there will always be some illiteracy, because of the socially
defective groups.
Closely related to the problem of illiteracy are the
problems of housing and welfare. A detailed study of either
of the se topics would be much too comprehensive for the pur-
poses of this investigation but because of their evident im-
portance an effort will be made to develop some pertinent
generalizations. The first of these will be an attempt to
show the extent of congestion in living quarters.
Date Dwellings Fan Hies Families per Dwelling
1855 231 251 1.086
186R ^25 501 1.18
1875 5S6 732 1 - 25
1885 79^ gg3 I- 11
1915 1,256 1,939 1.5^
1920 1,978 2,37^ 1.20
1930 2,083 2,55^ 1-20
These figures do not prove anything aside from the
fact that the local housing facllites are as adequate as those
of other New England towns whlah are less industrialized. For
instance, in Amherst in 1920 there were 1.13 families per
dwelling and in Needham, Massachusetts, there were 1.10 famil-
ies per dwelling as compared with 1.20 for Easthampton. Thus
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as far as figures go the housing situation in Easthampton may-
be considered adequate. The figures, however, are subject to
the objection that they do not indicate the sanitary facilities
nor the number of persons per dwelling aid per room. However,
the meter readers for the Gas and Light Company stated that
practically all of the houses are equipped with improved plumb-
ing and that with few exceptions the cellars are clean and well
kept. Practically all that can be said about congestion is
that the size of the average family is about five members. In
the poorer sections of the town there is doubtless considerable
crowding but this is offset a good deal by the modern plumbing
which makes it possible to keep a place neat even though there
is not adequate space,
A study of the age groups in the population does not
show shifts of any significance. The 20-30 year group decreased
from 26 percent of the population of Easthampton in I915 to
about 12 percent In 1930 reflection the fact that during the
period of prosperity Just prior to I93O the movement of the
young people was away from the small towns. The J>0-kO year
group has varied so little that it is of no significance and
the same may be said for the next two age groups. The group
from 60-70 years of age increased from H- percent of the total
population in 1255 "to 6 percent in I93O showing a trend which
is characteristic of the population of the country as a whole.
Complete figures are given in Table VIII.
SOURCES OF LABOR
The sources of labor have been indicated in connection
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with the various industries "but other points may be summarized
by periods. In the Founding Period practically all of the
labor was native American stock. The method at this time was
to secure additional employees through those already hired.
For this reason alone it is evident that working conditions
were good.
The Expansion Period was characterized by an influx of
foreign labor, mainly Scotch, German, Irish, and some French.
The Scotch and Germans did not come in large numbers at any
time. The Irish were coming in prior to the beginning of the
period and reached a peak in the years from 1575 *°
These three nationalities have been very readily assimilated
and have not constituted a truly foreign group. The French-
Canadians came at a low but steadily increasing rate throughout
this period.
The New Order Period showed an extremely rapid influx
of French-Canadians and Polish, caused almost entirely by the
needs of the West Boyleston Company. This Company hired local
help first, then drew heavily on the foreign classes in the
surrounding states. The Polish are the only true foreign
group in the town at present. When they were brought here they
were set apart by themselves in the company houses. This di-
vision still holds with the result that Easthampton is divided
geographically with the old settlers residing in the Main Street
area and the foreign group located in New City which is near
the site of the West Boyleston Mill.
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RISE OF A NEW MIDDLE CLASS
In Easthampton the old settlers and their descendents
have been the upper class. There has heen a middle class
group as represented by the shop keepers and other small scale
enterprisers, almost since the town was founded. The important
question is to determine when the later settlers began to rise
to the middle class. The Germans, Irish, and Scotch began to
rise shortly after they arrived and at present have a goodly
number of representatives engaged in the professions or in
business enterprises of their own. It is difficult to dis-
tinguish these members from the descendents of the more success-
ful original settlers. They have moved from the low rent sections
to the better residential area where they maintain fine homes
and are an integral part of the better social groups in the
town. In fact many of these individuals have risen to the upper
income class.
The Polish go into private business ventures more than
the French- Canadians do although some of the latter are in the
small proprietor stage. The Polish capitalize racial affinity
as most of them engage in saloon-keeping or some related en-
terprise where they are sure of the patronage of their fellow-
countrymen. Some of the markets have developed to the point
where they are patronized by many of the better families of the
town. Despite this rise in the financial condition of these
Polish enterprisers they have not mingled with the older settl-
ers in the town as the earlier nationalities did. It is possible
that the third and fourth generations will break away from the
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racial group but there is only small evidence of this at the
present time.
The inevitable conclusion with regard to the development
of the middle class embraces two points. First, the movement
was a gradual one and not subject to any clear cut demarcation
in time. Secondly, each nationality that has come to the town
has gone through or is going through fundamentally the same
process of adaptation Ui ere fore the dates for the beginnings of
such trends in the case of each nationality may be placed a few
years after the group arrived in town in substantial numbers.
The Polish movement towards the middle group level
was accelerated by the departure of the West Boyleston Company.
This statement refers particularly to the small farm owners of
which there are large numbers. The West Boyleston Company
paid wages averaging from $15. to $22. per week for ordinary
labor with piece workers making much more. Tenements were
rented for $2. per week and were kept up at the expense of the
Company. The result was that the workers were able, through
steady work by the vfaole family, to save fairly sizable sums
of money. When the mill left many of these people followed
their natural inclination and bought farms. The result is that
there Is a very distinct Polish- farmer group in town. The ef-
fect of this element on the native farmers has been mentioned
on page 1*9. It should be added that these farmers have the
advantage of racial affinity with the owners of most of the
local food markets.
CHAPTER VIII
THE NEW ERA 1295-1937
The industries which started the town on its course of
progress have continued, in most cases, to the present time.
The Nashawannuck Company was taken over by the Glendale Elastic
Fabric Company and in 1923 the United Elastic Corporation was
formed. It Includes the Glendale Elastic Fabric Company, Colton
Elastic Company, and the Easthampton Rubber Thread Company. The
subsidiary companies retain their own names because of the good-
will which is attached to their trade marks.
The National Button Company which later became the
United Button Company lasted until 1922. The buildings were
not finally disposed of until 1923. The United Button Company
was really the oldest concern in the town and its loss was
greatly felt. It left the town because of outside interests
with which it had become affiliated.
The old Willi ston Mills were located near where the West
Boyleston building now stands. The oldest mill of the present
Hampton Company was one of the old Williston Mills. The entire
Wllliston property was sold to the West Boyleston Company in
1^95 and they later sold the old mill to the Hampton Company.
Others of the older concerns of lesser Importance were
the Glenwood Silk Mills, The Valley Steam Pump Company, Mayher's
Tin Shop, and H. B. Shoals Tannery. The latter two were very
ancient and went out of existance about IS75. The first two
went out of existance in the early lggO's. None of this group
were of great Importance to the town from the standpoint of
wages paid or help hired. The Glenwood Silk Mills hired mainly
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French-Canadian workers, generally giving work to the whole
family at low wages.
THE HAMPTON DAIRY
Easthampton had one of the first dairies in this section
of the state. It is said to have started about lggo or 13&L
and was operated for the benefit of the local farmers. It
prospered greatly during Its early stages. In fact the managers
had difficulty in securing enough cream. It was collected from
all of the surrounding towns including Chesterfield, Goshen,
Cummlngton, Montgomery and Amherst, and was used almost entirely
for making butter which was sold in Holyoke. (11) In the early
1920' s improved motor transportation and roads made it more
profitable to sell the milk than to handle only cream and butter.
In I925-I927 the dairy started to handle only milk and cream. (12)
The business declined steadily from this point on. The reasons
for this decline were competition of other milk dealers and
dairy associations and also poor management. The entire affair
ended in bankruptcy in 1935* At present the old creamery build-
ing is being used as an Esso Service Station.
The present industrial situation in Easthampton is the
result of several trends and conditions. Primarily, those In-
dustries which left town are the ones which were most subject
to southern competition. The rubber industries according to
their own statement are not subject to much competition outside
of New England, consequently there would be little advantage
In their moving elsewhere. On the other hand the cotton textile
industries are faced with severe competition from the South.
A consideration of the companies making this type of product
is the next thing of importance.
The West Boyleston Company had to dispose of its
property near Boston to the Metropolitan Water Works and as
a result located in Easthampton in 1&95. It purchased the
old Williston Mills and property but "began to erect buildings
soon after it decided to locate here and at intervals continued
building until the present large plant was completed.
The company engaged in making cotton textiles and later
fabrics to be used in the sldewalls of automobile tires. The
product was an excellent one and was easily sold, consequently
the company prospered. All through the early 1900' s business
Increased. In 1902 It sold the old Williston Mill number 2 to
the Hampton Company. In addition to enlarging the physical
plant It also built what is known locally as the "New City"
to accommodate Its new employees. Moving charges were paid
to attract families from other states. Rent was deducted
from the pay, the charge for a five- room tenement being $2.
per week. It is said that the Company kept the houses in ex-
cellent repair and that the workers were very well satisfied
with them.
The West Boyleston Company hired some skilled workers,
but the majority were unskilled Polish and French. There is
little question that this fact was responsible for the great
Influx of Polish people that took place between 1S95 and 19* 5»
Things went well with the company until about the late 1920's
and it furnished a great deal of employment (3,000-^,000 workers)
and funds which helped to develop the town. This fact probably
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explains in part the sound financial condition of Easthampton
at the beginning of the depression years.
During the late 1920's the company officials began to
complain that the tax rate was too high. In addition to the
high tax rate the market for the tire fabrics was lost as the
tire companies started making this product for themselves. In
193° the company disposed of its property and moved to Alabama
where it built a factory town.
The Hampton Company moved here in 1902 for the purpose
of making cotton cloth. It began operations in the old Willis-
ton Mill number 2 and from that has developed its present com-
pact plant. The reason for the prosperity of this concern lies
partly in the fact that cotton textiles are only a part of the
production. The owner has developed and patented his own pro-
cess for the manufacturing of rayon silk products and thus at
the present time this type of product forms a very important
part of the firm's total production. The presence of this de-
partment makes it almost impossible to secure adequate informa-
tion about the business as visitors to the plant are not ad-
mitted and the employees will not discuss their work in any
detail. It was found that most of the workers are fairly well
satisfied with the treatment they have received from the
company. Employment was relatively steady with this firm
throughout the depression and at the present time it is one of
the largest employers in the town.
The attached questionnaire shows what information was
sought. The main source of raw materials is the South, therefore
the company is not so well located as its Southern competitors
1. What are the most important markets for your product?
Sources of raw materials?
2. How many persons does your concern employ?
How many salaried employees?
3. What are the major departments in your concern?
List Number employed Av. daily wage Hours per wee
About how many full days did your concern operate last year?
5. Have you had any industrial accidents in 1936 involving
the loss of more time than the shift on which the mishap
occured? How many?
6. What sort of Industrial insurance does your concern carry?
7. Does your concern have any special employee recreation
program or facilities? If so, on what basis does
it work?
2>. Does your concern have any retirement plan? If so,
on what basis does it work?
9. Does your concern have any profit-sharing system?
10. Does your concern, rent tenements to employees? If so,
what is the average number of rooms in such a home?
11. Are your employees members of any labor union?
12. Does any one nationality or nationalities predominate
numerically among your employees? If so, what one or
ones and why?
13. How long has your concern been in Easthampton?
1^. Is your product much affected by Southern competition?
15. Do you find Easthampton' s transportation facilities ade-
quate to meet your needs?
16. What comparative advantages does Easthampton have over
your last place?
6o
in this respect. The concern is progressive and is generally-
conceded to make products of very good quality. Its market is
mainly in the East hence offsetting somewhat the distance which
raw materials must be transported. The class of labor which
it hires is of a superior grade to that which prevails in the
Southern areas. The officials stated that they did not consider
that Easthampton offered any special advantages as a location
and also that their product was considerably affected by
Southern competition.
NON-TEXTILES IN TOWN
The National Felt Company located in Easthampton in
1907. It is a small concern giving employment to only fifty
persons but has operated fairly steadily throughout the last
few years and hence is of some importance to the town. Its
product is sold to the shoe manufacturers, therefore Easthampton
is a fairly good location. Nothing very definite can be said
in this respect as not very much information about the firm is
available. They employ mainly Polish and French with some
Lithuanians.
The National Felt Company refused to give information
regarding the- average wages paid but it is known to only pay
about $13.50 to $15. per week. The work is not only exceed-
ingly unpleasant but is also unhealthy. In one department
the temperature is very high and the air is constantly filled
with steam so that the workers are always exposed to danger
from lung disorders. The same may be said of another depart-
ment in which the air is always dusty.
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Another company that refused to give any Information
regarding wage scales was the United Elastic Corporation. It
Is said that very low wages prevail in some of its departments.
The company declined to give a list of the departments and the
numbers employed in each, probably because with such information
it would be possible to calculate the extent to which a given
wage prevailed. It is said that some of the stitchers receive
as little as $5. per week to start and in some of the other
departments wages are said to range around $10. per week. Re-
ports conflict so that nothing definite can be said but it is
probable that the average wage is about $15. per week as those
mentioned above are probably exceptional cases.
The officials were very pleasant and apprently their
plant was clean and well cared for but information which they
were willing to give about their business was extremely meagre.
This is true of most of the companies In the town and to a
certain extent the attitude is Justified because there Is a
good deal of talk about low wages and in a great many cases
conditions are likely to be painted as worse than they really
are. It is certain that wages are not as high as they should
be so such talk touches a tender spot.
The Fireproof Door Company located here in 1922 and
does not seem to have grown to any extent since that time.
The manager did not think much of Easthampton as a location
for his business but he did not make any constructive criticism.
This firm employs about twenty workers but does not operate
steadily. Its busy season is from June to December and it is
the only concern in town which is a closed shop and has to be
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or the carpenters would refuse to use its product. All of the
workers are paid a flat rate of $.70 per hour.
Another very recent arrival in town Is the Easthamoton
Foundry Company. This business is being started on private
capital and has not been subsidized in any way. It will only
employ about eight or nine workers. The work calls for trained
help and they are paid accordingly. Those who work by the hour
make about $.65 per hour or $5* 20 for eight hours work. Here
again evidence was found of the demoralizing effect of the W.
P. A. An Instance was noted where a local foundryman turned
down a Job in the plant because he thought the work was too
hard for the money \vhen compared with the W. P. A. (^8)
SUBSIDIZED INDUSTRIES
The Paragon Rubber and American Doll Company located
here in June of 1936 and received a subsidy of $33,000. It
has evidently lived up to the terms of the agreement as the
town officials speak very highly of it. About 5°0 workers are
employed for capacity operation. The wages paid are between
$10. and $11. per week for women while they are learning the
business and a little over $11. per week for men under the
same conditions. At the end of the training period the em-
ployee is put on piece work where it is said that a maximum
wage of §30. per week is possible. While this maximum may be
possible the fact remains that the average earnings of trained
workers are from $17. to $18. per week. In the period from
June to December of I936 this company paid a total in wages
to the residents of Easthampton of §116,000. thus showing
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a fair return on the subsidy considering the short time it has
"been here.
Unfortunately this company refused to give information
of any sort in answer to the questionnaire form but apparently
the plant was clean and well kept. Certain departments in
this concern are rather dangerous to work in and the employees
are poorly paid in view of this fact. Two of the employees
of "this firm said that their work was processing dolls in sul-
phuric acid and that the fumes were particularly annoying.
Acid burns were not infrequent and while not severe were pain-
ful and dangerous from the possibility of infection. The wages
paid in this department were $.25 per hour for beginners with
a possibility of ultimately advancing to $,kO per hour. (^7)
The Interstate Slipper Company located very recently
in the town, consequently it is too early to predict with any
certainty what the effect on Easthampton will be. It employs
between forty and fifty workers and pays wages up to $20. per
week. This company was paid $If,500. to come here but refused
to give any information about its business. This policy created
a most unfavorable impression as the officials were very abrupt
in refusing information and did not extend even the most common-
place courtesies. The office fittings did not compare favorably
with those of the other companies and the plant was both dirty
and dusty. The employees were evidently of a low order physically
as they were dirty and unkempt even beyond the degree made
necessary by their work. In fairness to the company it should
be added that it has hired many of the hangers-on from the wel-
fare list. A concern of this type is not an asset to any town
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although In the present case it may serve to give low grade
employment to low grade Individuals who would otherwise he town
charges.
The Hampden Specialty Company located here in September
of I936 and received $12,000. as a subsidy to cover moving charges.
Up to the present time it has worked steadily. The business
policy of this firm is in no way comparable to that of the
concern discussed. The employees were cordial and well-mannered.
The management gave the information freely as shown on the ques-
tionnaire and seemed very willing to cooperate. This company
was one of the four in town that were willing to state their
wage scales. It employs about 100 workers and since locating
here has paid out $15,000. in wages to the townspeople. Its
products are wrought iron specialties and are of very fine
quality. The work requires a considerable amount of skill and
the workers are well paid. The average wage was given as be-
tween $23. and $25. per week. The manager said that it was diffi-
cult to give an accurate estimate as nearly all the workers
were on piece work.
The managers seem to have a definite plan of action.
They were the first and only ones to give anything constructive
in answer to the question regarding the comparative advantages
of Easthampton over their last place of business. They replied
that there was room for expansion and also that the building
layout was very satisfactory for their type of business. The
manager was further distinguished by being the only one in the
town to suggest any Improvement in the transportation system.
He felt that there should be direct bus connections to Spring-
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field and that busses should operate on an hourly schedule.
The Advertising Corporation of America is the oldest of
the subsidized industries. It located here in June of I932
and is said to have received a subsidy of $35,000. There are
no figures available at present to Indicate how much the company
has paid out in wages to the townspeople since its arrival but
in as much as an average of one hundred persons are employed,
and sometimes considerably more, it is probable that the amount
of the subsidy was paid out during the first few months it was
here.
This firm is engaged in the manufacture of advertising
novelties of all sorts the markets for which are world-wide.
Last year between two and three million check-books were made
for the American Railway Express Company. Diaries, pocket-books,
and all sorts of leather novelties are also made. The company
is said to be one of the largest importers of English pigskin
in the United States. The business is obviously a seasonal
one and there are times when only a skeleton force is working.
While the concern is stated to have operated the full year of
1936 this does not mean that all the departments were operating
to capacity. The average wage of $16. per week is explained
by the fact that there is no piece work in this concern and
day workers are generally paid less than those on piece work.
At the present time none of the mills maintain any re-
creational facilities for their employees or have any systems
of profit-sharing. None have any retirement plans or any
security from loss caused by accident beyond that required by
state law. The former is now covered by Federal law so probably
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these two points are not as important as they would have been
a few years ago. They are, however, indicative of the mill-
owner's policy, particularly the complete absence of recreation-
al facilities for the employees. At present there is little of
understanding or congeniality between the two groups. The
workers are almost entirely non-union and the employers make
every effort to preserve the unorganized state. As for wages,
the fact that of all the concerns in Easthampton only four were
willing to state their wage scales speaks for itself. Fortunately
information on this subject, from other sources than the mill
managements was secured so the questionnaires are fairly complete.
THE PROBLEM IN EASTHAMPTON AND THE ATTEMPTED SOLUTION
During and since the worst of the depression Easthampton
has been faced with the problem of supporting her population.
This problem was greatly Intensified by the departure of the
West Boyleston Company as many of their workers were unable to
find employment and thus became a burden on the town. The last
few years Indicated that the town did not have enough Industries
to furnish the needed employment. Even the projects supplied
by the Federal Government have not been sufficient to prevent
a good deal of unemployment and a heavy town burden in the form
of direct relief, infirmary charges and general welfare work.
The me thod adopted by many small New England towns to
overcome this condition is to subsidize new industries to lo-
cate within their borders. Easthampton followed this plan
and within the last two years has succeeded in making agreements
with several concerns. The general method followed is for the
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incoming firm to buy a strip of land having water frontage and
power rights. This land is then sold to a third party at cost.
The third party then sells it back to the town at a price agree-
able to all and turns over the cash balance to the incoming firm.
The incoming firm signs a lease for a period of years, usually
five, although the agreements may vary with the different firms.
Under such a system it is necessary to exercise care in choosing
the third party.
The theory back of giving Inducements is that the com-
panies will pay out enough in wages during the course of a year
or so to save the town an amount equal to the subsidy paid and
of course after that everything more that is paid in wages is
just so much more benefit to the town. Subsidies are uneconomi-
cal because the firms simply make the towns bid against each
other until they get the highest possible price. Once a concern
has located in town there is little or no assurance that it
will stay longer than the five year period covered by the lease
and there is always the possibility that the management will
try to secure further funds by threatening to move to another
town.
There has been no specific agreement with regard to
the wages to be paid. The subsidized industries have agreed
to give preference to the townspeople provided the applicants
are suitable for the Jobs available. In the majority of cases
the wages being paid at the present time are apprentice wages
and as a result there is a good deal of talk, the tenor of
which would indicate that working conditions are bad and the
wages very unsatisfactory.
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The town officials are faced with a very difficult
situation and it seems that in all fairness to them it must be
said that they have done what they considered best for the town.
These officials concerned have been interviewed and have dis-
cussed the torn problems freely from their point of view. It
seems appropriate to present some of the more important of
these views. All agree that Easthampton has more population
than the present indu stries can employ. The loss of the United
Button Company in I927 and of the West Boyleston Company in
I929 was basically responsible for this condition and of course
the depression Inactivity of the other Industries made the
situation more acute. Some of the more efficient employees
found work in other Industries and some left the town but the
poorer workers simply became a welfare problem. The welfare
situation has been very pressing during the last few years and
the town officials have acted on the assumption that a poor Job
is better than being on the welfare. The subsidies given to
concerns have, in some Instances, been only sufficient to cover
the expense of moving machinery and wven when the cost has been
higher the town officials feel the effect of having this money
furnish employment instead of dole will be well worth the addition-
al expense. There is always the possibility that in better
times these concerns will become a real asset to the town.
The various federal projects have proved to be a mixed
blessing In the town of Easthampton. It seems that the situation
here is very like that to be found in a majority of small New
England manufacturing towns. It is the poorer class of people,
in general, who are on the relief roles and the manual labor
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furnished by the government. According to the welfare agent
the vast majority of his cases have been Polish and French-
Canadian in the order given. The same is true of the work
projects because their employees are from the welfare lists.
This fact is the basis for the danger in the whole situation.
Many of these people are unsympathetic towards our Ideals and
lack background of custom, family pride and reputation to main-
tain such as one finds among a majority of the older settlers.
These new groups are governed by a pragmatic philosophy. To
be good, a thing must work for the individual. This type of
philosophy is likely to endanger the entire social structure
because if this sentiment spreads to a large enough group they
could vote for a continuous dole system. The results of the
last election attest to the strength of this type of motivation.
The town clerk stressed the dangers of this situation
and cited several cases to support his contention. In one case
a young man actually turned down a Job paying $1%. per week
because he would have had to work relatively more time to earn
it than he would to draw his $11. per week on the W. P. A. It
might also have been added that he would have had to work harder
as well as longer.
In the light of this information the problem becomes
slightly different. A man \4io will turn down an honest $12.
per week for an easy "hand-out" of $11. per week Is a social
parasite and must be treated as such. The newer of the sub-
sidized concerns have hired some of these individuals; the kind
that complain because the town delivers their wood in four foot
lengths. (An actual case) This should be kept in mind both in
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connection with the wages paid "by some of the subsidized con-
cerns. This type of worker is apt to be worthless than the
wages paid even when these are very low.
Indiscriminate immigration in the past is the basis
for many of our most pressing social and economic problems
today. The announced policy of the United States has been to
maintain tariff barriers to protect the American workers from
competition with sub- standard foreign labor but at the same
time the way has been left wide open for these same sub- standard
workers to come to America and compete on closer terms. The
Immigration law now in force is a tremendous improvement over
the old law. The national origins clause restricts certain
less desirable nationalities but the fact remains that the
United States already has too great a conglomeration of races.
The newer immigrants hold the working man's standards down.
Formerly this type of person was needed for manual labor but
with 12,000,000 unemployed it can scarcely be argued that the
United States needs any more workers of any type. The entrance
requirements should be set at such a level that only those for-
eigners who would definitely be a cultural asset to the country
would be admitted.
The burden of the Americanization process must, in the
absence of satisfactory family instruction, fall upon the school
system. The school should do more than just give a student the
fundamentals to work with. It should assure the knowledge of
their proper use. Even further, the school can and should play
a very Important part In preparing the individual to respond to
the various situations of life according to the standards dictated
by society. To achieve these ends with a foreign group the
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school must explain why certain reactions are desirable. The
teachers should teach, In part, by example but Instruction
should be given primarily to make a good citizen. At present
the educational program does not achieve these ends for many
reasons. The foremost of these is that the personnel are not
trained to teach in that direction. The courses are not proper-
ly arranged to foster social uniformity but rather favor individ-
ualism. To improve this situation greater emphasis should be
placed upon the subordination of the individuality to the
standards of the social group. The problems of the melting pot
have been discussed on pages k-& through 50 and on page 55.
In view of the se facts it would seem that the action
of the town officials in securing these new concerns was about
as good a move as any In sight at the time they did It. The
managements of the companies cooperate with the town officials
in checking on the amount of employment available and every
effort has been made to reduce the size of the welfare list.
It does, at least, give the town some sort of a check on those
individuals who are making a "racket" out of the welfare system.
One of the things that the town officials deplored most was the
fact that in the course of the last few years it was becoming
increasingly evident that people no longer had any aversion,
from applying for relief. Social workers are responsible, in
part, for this situation. Every effort has been made to remove
the stigma from relief or dole. There is no reason why a per-
son should not be helped out of difficulty by the government
but at the same time public aid should be a last resort and
not simply an easy way out.
In discussing the low wages paid by some concerns the
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town officials said that they felt that wages will tend to rise
as unemployment is lessened; a natural working of the laws of
supply and demand in the local labor market. There are two
major objections to this possibility. First, the industries
will undoubtedly organize for the purpose of controlling the
wage scales long before there is any great scarcity of labor.
Secondly, unless more industries are brought in or those al-
ready located here expand greatly there will remain a consider-
able number of unemployed. A 1hird objection of almost equal
import is that nearly all the labor in town is unorganized and
the manufacturers do everything in their power to keep them
that way. The Wagner Act may Improve this condition somewhat
but there will have to be a great change in the worker's atti-
tude before any real organized labor movement will be possible.
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CHAPTER IX
*?HE PROBLEM OF EASTHAMPTON ANALYZED
EARLY CONCENTRATION OF CONTROL
During the discussion of the industrial growth of East-
hampton it was pointed out that most of the foundations were
laid during the lifetime of one man, Samuel Williston. There
is no question as to Williston' s ability as a business man.
He chose his associates wisely and conducted his "business e-
conomically. This is proved by the fact that others had failed
to make buttons at a profit in this section of the country and
also by the part his associates played in the later development
of the town. The importance of the fact that a majority of
the industries were controlled by this business group has been
pointed out previously.
WILLISTON STRUCK MILE THE IRON WAS HOT
Several other factors had a very considerable bearing
on the early success of Easthampton. In the settlement of a
new country agriculture must be developed first to supply food.
This was altogether true in early times. Manufactured goods
were always secured from other countries in return for raw
materials. Then comes the stage In which the country is able
to produce an excess of foodstuffs and individuals are able to
tum their attention to supplying manufactured goods for their
own needs and for sale. The Eastern part of the United States
was well started on this stage of its development when Williston
and his associates began their business activities, thus the
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time was ripe. Adequate transportation facilities came soon
afterward. As the distance to consuming markets, New York City
and Boston, was not very great Easthampton was an excellent
location.
WISDOM OF WTLLISTON'S CHOICE OF PRODUCTS
Whether by good fortune or design Willlston chose a
business which had very little domestic competition. It was
from this first enterprise, the button business, that he made
most of his money. In this busine ss the silks were imported
and the wood for the centers could be supplied locally so
that Easthampton was a satisfactory location both from the stand-
point of raw materials and markets. Very much the same circum-
stances prevailed in the various industries using rubber as a
raw material. It had to be imported and the markets fcr the
finished products were not very far inland thus Easthampton was
well located in both respects. Furthermore there was not very
much competition in the rubber business. It is interesting to
note that Wllliston's early ventures in cotton products were
not so profitable and he lost money in them in the late lg6o's
and early 12>70' s by reason of keen competition. As competition
for markets becomes keener seemingly minor matters become the
determining factors of profit or loss.
EARLY LABOR SITUATION
The labor situation in past was very different from
that which faces producers at present. It is true that labor
had wide alternatives. Almost anyone might go West and take
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up land but in the East where family ties were becoming estab-
lished few took advantage of the agricultural possibilities of
the West. Thus the early manufacturers were free to set up
their own standards with regard to hours of work and wages.
In general they took over the hours which had prevailed in
agriculture. The wages they paid were fairly satisfactory in
terms of yearly income but the hourly earnings were small.
Another consequence of the long working hours was that it re-
duced the opportunity and desire for recreation. This resulted
in a larger portion of the wage going for the every day living
expenses which made the pay seem more adequate.
The founder of an industry in the old days had to erect
a building in which to conduct the business but that was usually
paid for out of the profits in a short time. The prospects
for sustained operation seemed good and building costs could
be spread over a long period of time. If the business for
which the building was erected failed, there was a good chance
of disposing of the property for some other purpose.
NEW FORCES AT WORK IN THE PRESENT SITUATION
The present situation is different, in many respects,
from the early times. The consuming areas have shifted towards
the West thus placing Easthampton at a greater distance from
the market. The New England States have been Industrialized
over a relatively long period of years and this has resulted
in a considerable amount of regulatory legislation both in
regard to working conditions and to the sub-standard workers.
Complying with the provisions of these laws is costly to the
producers. A second result is that the workers have become
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accustomed to a comparatively high standard of living and in
many Instances organize to see that they get wages to make
this possible.
REGIONAL COMPETITION A RELATIVE MATTER
The manufacturers may actually be paying low wages but
if they have to compete with other producers who are paying
lower wages, or even the same wages for longer hours of work,
and in addition to this, are located at the source of supply
of raw materials, they are at an economic disadvantage. This
condition actually exists in the textile business where the
New England mills are subject to Southern competition. The
troubles of the Northern producers are also augmented by
higher tax rates.
The Southern factory working time in I936 was 11 per-
cent longer than was the working time in the New England mills.
The average Southern money wage was *JO percent below the aver-
age for the North and most of the Southern states were very
lax with regard to working time legislation. Massachusetts
limits working women to k& day time hours per week while in
the South the 55 hour limit was considered low and Alabama had
no limits at all excepting for children. (50)
THE PROBLEM OF EASTHAMPTON COMMON TO NEW ENGLAND
The future of Easthampton will probably be tyoical of
many of the industrial tovais of New England. The town is some-
what better off than some other New England textile towns.
It has a plentiful supply of labor and quite adequate housing
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facilities, excessive factory space, and lastly It Is not en-
tirely dependent on textiles for its continued existence. The
latter factor is the only one In which it differs much from
Other New England towns. In short Easthampton has everything
necessary to do business with the exception of a market.
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES
At the present time other sections of the country are
passing through stages of industrial development which New
England has already gone through. Such Is the case with the
South. Labor is cheap and plentiful and state regulations are
few and lax. Child labor is more widely used and since regula-
tion is left to the states some offer considerable advantages
over others. If the Federal government undertakes the regulation
of working conditions, hours of work and workers, the resulting
legislation will at least have the advantage of uniformity. The
progressive states will gain instead of being dragged down by
industrial strangulation to the level of the lowest. Even if
labor troubles are smoothed out there will still be the question
of tax rates but as the towns are subsidizing Industries to
locate within their borders, they ought to be able to arrive
at some satisfactory agreement regarding taxation.
WAGES DETERMINED BY THE MARGINAL GROUP
The next problem Is one of the wages and hours. As
long as these are determined by the standard of living which
prevails in a given state or locality than the less advanced
sections will determine to a
=
considerable extent the conditions
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that will prevail in all sections carrying on the same industry.
The localities which can produce the cheapest will sell the
goods and all the other sections will suffer as a result of
this. The federal government thinks it protects native workers
from sub-standard workers of other nations by tariffs while
its immigration policy until very recently has been one of non-
restriction and it makes no move to regulate the sub- standard
workers already within the country. The fact is that competition
between states and even between localities is fully as keen as
between countries.
DIRECT CAUSE OF THE DIFFICU LTY
The present predicament has its basis in the labor
situation which arose as a result of the West Boyleston Company
moving to the South. With many unemployed the producers were
able to cut wages and the workers did not dare strike because
they knew there were men waiting in the streets who were eager
to work. So It is that concerns which might pay more are not
doing so. The Easthampton Rubber Thread Company, although a
subsidiary of the United Elastic Corporation, pays $5. per day
in both its departments and takes care of its workers. This
is due to the Influence of one old time business man who be-
lieves in fair play. Contrast this with the Glendale Company
which is said to pay its stitchers #5. per week. The management
of the latter company has taken advantage of the excess of labor.
UNEMPLOYMENT IN EASTHAMPTON
There were 5,050 gainful workers in Easthampton in 193°»
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Of the Class A unemployed there were 226 and 221 of Class B.
Class A Includes only those who have no work of any sort while
Class B includes those having a Job but laid off or having only
part time employment. In many cases Class B persons were as
fully out of work as the Class A. Therefore it may be said
that by 193° there were 446 persons unemployed or partially em-
ployed. In 1935 the "Historical Survey Committee" estimated
that there were 1,5°° persons in the town available for work.
At the present time there are probably about 500 who are un-
employed, although that is only an estimate. The new industries
have hired a considerable number and as previously mentioned
have paid out enough in wages to cover the subsidies given to
them.
FEDERAL REGULATION WOULD HELP
If conditions in other sections of the country are
corrected or made uniform by Federal legislation, Easthampton,
in common with other New England towns, will profit but to
what extent is difficult to say because of the shift in markets
to the westward. In this event the population would probably
become better educated and the standards of living would rise.
If competition remains unchanged the chances are that
the working classes of Easthampton will be forced down to meet
the lower competing levels. Education will be lessened and
there will be an increasingly wide gap between the working,
and non-working classes. The foreign elements will retain
their own customs and low standards. It is impossible to
raise their standards unless they are able to get the wherewithal
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to do it.
ALTERNATIVES ARE LIMITED FOR EASTHAMPTON
The possibilities of Eastharapton, aside from an in-
dustrial site, are very limited. It has few natural resources
that may be turned to account. Its water power, which was former-
ly so Important, does not have much weight at present. The laild
Is not particularly good for agriculture and the town certainly
has very limited possibilities for recreational purposes. The
inevitable conclusion is that the industries are vital to the
town's continued existence at anything like its present size.
Population centers and business have shifted westward
making New England a less Aesirable industrial location than
in past. In addition to this the new sections are going through
the "low wage, long hour, child labor" stage of industrialization.
The law of comparative costs will operate In connection with the
first point and will thus cut out certain inudstries, mainly
textiles. The latter point, however, could be corrected by
Federal legislation but the people, in the strength of their
"individualism, 11 are against it. Without something of the sort
their standards of living will surely be forced even lower than
they already are.
CONCLUSIONS X
The foregoing analysis has shown:
1. Easthampton no longer has the advantages which re-
acted to produce the successful activity which characterized
the Founding and Expansion Periods.
2. That forces are at work in the present situation
which are beyond the control of the town. These include a
westward shift in the markets and a southward shift in the manu-
facturing of textiles. The result is that Easthampton is a
less favorable location for manufacturing purposes than in
early times, and compared with other places nearer the markets
for the finished products.
3. The South is going through a developmental stage in
manufacturing which Easthampton and New England have already
gone through. The competition of the South is therefore in-
jurious to the industries of Easthampton with the result that
the managements must necessarily pay lower wages to enable them
to meet Southern competition.
k-. The problem of Easthampton is common to New England
and represents a change in relative advantage of location
partly geographical but mainly due to a difference in standards
of living as between New England and the South.
5. Since the factors causing the present condition are
regional in nature the remedy lies, in part, in Federal regula-
tion of working hours, working conditions, wages, and sub-
standard workers. Such regulation would be a short cut by
which standards of living in the South would be raised.
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6. There will be some readjustment In population as
times improve because unemployed workers will migrate to places
where there Is work.
7» Combined subsidies for Industries are Impractical,
particularly Industries of the low wage type.
2. Some of the Industries In Easthampton could pay
higher wages than they do. To achieve these there should be
a system of adult education to raise the living standards of
the lowest foreign groups.
9. Easthampton has many advantages as a manufacturing
town but very few for any other purpose.
10. Part of the present difficulty is directly due to
the war-time expansion of the industries which attracted large
numbers of low standard workers beyond ability of the town to
support after the loss of the West Boyle ston and United Button
Company.
11. Attempted unionization would not be effective be-
cause the workers will not oo operate and because of the very
negative attitude of the employers.
12. There is the alternative of operating an industry
cooperatively to furnish employment. It would have to be one
which would not compete with any of the established firms.
SUMMARY
In the making of a study of this sort there should be
some motive aside from the mere completion of a task. This
motive should be found in the ability of the finished work to
serve a useful purpose and thus to Justify the effort expended
in its completion.
Primarily a study of this type is a compilation of facts
from which inferences may be drawn. The mere compilation of
the facts has some value in bringing together information in
compact form which will be historically significant. The
material encompassed has been drawn from a wide variety of
sources and in the future may serve as a reference for any
information regarding the industrial status of Eastharapton up
to the present time. In making this claim it is realized that
the study does not go into very great detail but the fact re-
mains that relevant material was particularly hard to get at
this period and the time was limited. Practically all the con-
cerns in the town have felt the ill effects of the depression
and competition. This is reflected in lowered wage scales and
irregular operation and logically firms in this condition are
unwilling to give out information regarding their wages.
The study does provide a comparison of the cost of
living expressed in percentages of the total weekly average
wages for the past and present. This method of comparison
eliminates the Influence of money fluctuations and portrays
the true relationship. This should be of some value in es-
timating the present industrial situation and does a good
deal to show the true position of the modern local workman
in relation to the employers.
This work includes a careful analysis of the composition
of the population at short time intervals from the time in-
dustries started in the town down to the present. An investi-
gation of this sort does much to explain the developments and
also the present problems. In fact it goes even farther in
that it indicates a solution. Furthermore the development
of a town is directly dependent on the type of its population
so a study along these lines is useful in predicting the success
of a given industry in the town. It is interesting to note the
effect on the town of large influxes of any one nationality.
The analysis made of the early Industries of the town
goes a long way in explaining how the industries were able to
prosper. Relationships are set up which are not otherwise ap-
parent. The personalities involved are brought out in relation
to the times showing the blended condition of capable manage-
ment and a good opportunity for business development. The
true facts are also unearthed regarding some conditions which
prevailed in the past and which are all too easily forgotten
when speaking of times gone by. Among these are the numbers
of industrial accidents and the prevalence of child labor.
Some figures have been obtained regarding the extent
of unemployment through the depression years and down to the
present date. Further a considerable quantity of difficult in-
formation has been gathered regarding the effects of securing
new industries by means of subsidies. An effort has also been
made to show the effects of the various government work projects
both on specific groups and on the town as a whole.
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Incidentally with the development of other points the
effects of a lax immigration policy have been brought out. At
the present time the town Is divided between the old settlers
and the new. The new are beginning to take an interest in town
affairs but there is a very wide gap to be bridged before there
can be an unanimity of interests. Good leadership on the part
of both groups will be of vital importance and this Is increasing-
ly true of the schools.
Finally, an analysis of the conditions will show a re-
lationship to industries which have left and a study of these
will indicate their type and why they did leave. It will also
disclose any unfair conditions which exist between sections
and will indicate the remedy.
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APPENDIX I
Table 8 and Graphs on Population
COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION OF EASTHAMPTON
Table No. VII




















*1920 11,261 3,459 5,l42
1925 11,527
*1930 11,323 2,225 5,422
1935 10, 426
* United States Census




Year 5_ 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-10 30-^ ^-50 50- 60 60-70 70-20 gQ-90
1255 139 127 129 122 295 17*. 12g 103 60 26 7
1S65 22*1- 319 291 537 622 390 2g5 176 107 *3 7
1375 372 37^ 392 613 792 ^65 263 106 69 19
1295 390 iJ-22 U.17 522 975 721 ii-97 379 296 l3g 33
19151,217 962 722 650 2,550 1,355 l,o6g 679 392 172 61
*1930 922 1,232 3,309 906 2,056 1,57^ 3,321 9^6 73^ 23IJ- 62
* United States Census
Massachusetts State Census
90
FOREIGN BORN BY COUNTRIES
Table No. IX
1355 1265 1275 1220 1225 1295 1905 1915 1920*1930*
Austria 11+ 34 110 193 109 46
Belgium 3 1
Brit. Am 3 219
Brit. Emp. 212 762 949 953 929 930 1,307 1,67? 3,360
(Th1 nn 1 1 2 5
En p*1 a nd 12 99 123 111 177 252 315 242
Canadian- French 2 150 155 204 244 525 590 73^ 7
Germany 33 155 126 174 222 227 225 223 201 143
Greece 7 12
Ireland 190 409 597 599 412 354 229 231 173
Italy 12 9 16 29 3^
Norway and Sweden 3 4 13 24 12 16 15
Other countries 2 1 2 20 22 16 16
Poland 37 269 3,776 1,449 3,161
Roumania 3 1
Russia 12 16 122 304
Scotland 7 4i 22 70 92 27 22 75






Table I. Land in Agriculture and Dairy Products in 1865. (7)
Farms of Five Acres and Over 135
Persons Engaged in Agriculture 177
Acreage in Farms 5,S2g
Acreage of Improved Land 3,525-
Value of Butter and Milk Produced . .
. $5,6og.
Table II. Land in Agriculture and Dairy Products in lgg5. (g)
Acreage of Improved Land 3,^72
Acreage of Unimproved Land 2,g0g
Acreage of Woodland 1,30*4-
Pounds of Butter Produced ^0,278 Value $10,159.
Gallons of Milk Produced 237,^2 Value $29,526,
Table III. Land in Agriculture and Dairy Products in I905. (9)
Acreage of Improved Land 2,966
Acreage of Unimproved Land 2, 820
Acreage of Woodland I,6l4
Pounds of Butter Produced 16,866 Value §k-,J&6,
Quarts of Cream Produced Sk,&0H- Value $9,4-61.
Gallons of Milk Produced 410,072 Value f63,091.
Table IV. Land in Agriculture in 1925. (10)
Acreage in Farms 6,04$
Acreage of Cropland 3,069
Acreage of Cropland in Use 2,308
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